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PREFACE
The New Zealand Equine Research Foundation has long recognised the need of New
Zealand horse breeders for a booklet which, in simple and easily understandable terms,
describes the basic principles of horse genetics. The Foundation recognised the absolute
requirement for any such booklet to be based on unquestionably sound science and thus
sought the services of Professor Ann Bowling from the University of California at Davis
to produce this booklet. Ann Bowling’s international standing and recognition as one of
the world’s pre-eminent equine geneticists, as well as being an active breeder of Arabian
horses, ensured that the material presented in this booklet is based on sound genetic
science and practical experience.
Tragically, shortly after producing the first draft of this booklet, Ann died suddenly and
her death shocked the equine genetics fraternity worldwide. A sub-committee of the
New Zealand Equine Research Foundation (Drs Ian Anderson, Brian Goulden and Tony
Charleston – all non geneticists!) were charged with the task of completing the production
of this booklet. Most of the material presented in Ann’s initial draft remains in its original
form although some sections have been re-drafted in an attempt to clarify some of the
unavoidable technical aspects of this subject. Ann sought and was granted permission
from the publishers (CAB International) of two more comprehensive texts she had earlier
authored or co-authored on this subject (Horse Genetics; The Genetics of the Horse),
to include sections from these texts in this booklet. The New Zealand Equine Research
Foundation gratefully acknowledges this generous contribution of CAB International.
The NZERF acknowledges the generous financial support of the following organisations;
the Pye Foundation, New Zealand Equine Veterinary Association and New Zealand
Bloodstock, which has enabled this booklet to be produced.
Special thanks are due to June Lincoln, of the Design Studio, Massey University Printery
for her skill in producing the figures in chapter one. Thanks also to Cambridge Stud,
Cambridge, New Zealand for the front cover photograph of a mare and foal.
The sub-committee is grateful to Michael Martin, Susan Archer, Dr Rosie Bradshaw and
Dr Harry Pearce for their preliminary review of this booklet and for their constructive and
helpful comments.
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FOREWORD
Horse breeders sometimes ask me for help in making breeding decisions. Often they ask
for a breeding formula based on pedigree definition.
Being thoroughly familiar with the principles of genetics, I try to dissuade breeders of the
formula notion and to help them define goals that are more realistic. I hope to convince
them that the best scheme is to be thoroughly familiar with the basic mechanisms of
genetics, the horses themselves (not just their pedigrees) and their immediate ancestors.
Certainly, I can provide formulae to define the probabilities of outcomes for a few specific,
individual traits, mostly coat colors. However, every horse is the product of interactions
of thousands of genes. No pedigree-based breeding formula would contain the key to
combining the thousands of genes that comprise a winning horse—even when more genes
are recognized than the few dozen currently defined.
The knowledgeable breeder understands that since genes are on chromosomes and each
parent contributes only half its genes to its offspring, just a few traits can be effectively
chosen in each generation for selective emphasis. A breeder familiar with genetics should
realize that for some traits, it might be possible to design matings that would predictably
breed true and for other traits the desired outcome might never be achieved more than
a small fraction of the time. Realistic expectations include a working appreciation that
breeding horses is a long-term proposition.
Just like tossing a large handful of coins—the outcome will be different every time, even
when the same handful of coins is tossed. Sometimes a good horse is achieved with luck,
just as can happen with a good coin toss!

Good luck!
Ann T Bowling
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INTRODUCTION
For horse breeders, genetics can be either the excitement or disappointment of their lives.
Breeders recognize that champions are highly likely to have special gene combinations
that produce that excellence. Likewise, the failure of a promising young horse to meet
its anticipated excellence may be attributed to a substandard genetic contribution from
its sire or dam. Despite occasionally disappointing individuals, since the horse was first
domesticated it is notable that breeders have made spectacular progress in creating
distinctive breeds. While not every horse is a champion of its breed, many are highly likely
to meet the purposes for which they are bred, be that as draft horses, racehorses, riding
horses or ranch horses.
Emerging technologies in molecular genetics are likely to provide new tools to breed even
better horses. Not only will these technologies help breeders, but they will also impose a
responsibility on the breeder to make decisions to ensure that the foal will not manifest
genetic defects. The basic principles of genetics in this new age of biotechnology have not
changed from the concepts initially defined by the father of modern genetics, the Austrian
monk Gregor Mendel, who described them from his work on garden peas. However, the
new technologies are providing us an understanding of genetics that is rapidly transforming
the former view of genes as things we knew existed but knew little about.
To breed good horses requires bucketsful of LUCK, have no doubt about that. Ah, but
horse breeding is governed by principles of genetics, you say. And I say, “genetics is like
thousands of coin tosses all happening at once”. To illustrate the luck of the coin toss as a
model of genetics we will at look at the inheritance of coat color (Chapter 2), but before we
do that, we need to define terms we will use to better understand the language of genetics
(Chapter 1).
The aim of this booklet is to introduce breeders to the basic principles of genetics. Rest
assured, we will not use peas for our examples, since we have numerous examples from
horses to illustrate the important points.
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CHAPTER 1

The basics of inheritance
Introduction
These days, genes, genetics and genetic engineering are constantly in the news and
the subject has become an important topic in many aspects of our lives. Obviously, for
anyone involved in the breeding of animals, a basic understanding of genetics and how
it may be used is very useful. It is the foundation of successful horse breeding, whether
for performance or appearance although, as we shall see, there is also a large element
of chance (luck) involved in how many inherited characteristics are passed on from one
generation to the next.
People have known for thousands of years that the offspring of animals (including humans)
and plants are more like their parents than they are to unrelated individuals of the same
kind, and that identifiable characteristics (also known as traits) can be passed from one
generation to the next. For example, parents with red hair tend to have children with
red hair. Even though how this happened was not understood, selective breeding for
desirable traits was used over the centuries to develop types of domesticated animals,
which we now think of as breeds, with particular characteristics. The ancient Egyptians in
the times of the Pharaohs (~2000 BC), for instance, bred several distinct types of dog for
different uses. And different breeds of horses have been established much longer than our
understanding of genetics.
Only in the last 150 years, and especially the last 100 years, has real understanding of
how inheritance works and the science of genetics, developed. One of the interesting
things is that the basic rules of inheritance were worked out long before anyone really
understood what goes on in the cells of the body that enables a trait to be passed from
parents to offspring. The discovery, about fifty years ago, of the structure of DNA (see
later) and how genetic information is coded led to a huge increase in our understanding
of how inheritance works. It also opened up the possibility of identifying the genetic basis
of inherited diseases and the means of controlling or treating them, and of deliberately
changing the genetic makeup of plants, animals and other creatures for various purposes,
so-called ‘genetic engineering’.
The aim of this book is to provide an introduction to genetics relating to the horse, in a form
that is readily understandable and useful for horse owners. We will start with considering
the basic processes involved in inheritance and then use the inheritance of coat colour in
horses to illustrate how it all works in real life. Inevitably, with such a complex subject it is
necessary to use a fair bit of scientific jargon but we will try to explain this as we go. It is
also necessary to cover some basic biology of the cell and that is where we’ll begin.
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Cells and tissues
A horse, like any other mammal, is made up of various organs and tissues such as skin and
bone, muscle and tendon, heart and lungs, liver and kidneys, blood, and so on. If suitably
prepared samples of any of these are examined using a microscope, we find that they are
all made up of millions of individual cells organised in various ways to make up the tissue
we are looking at.1 The various tissues are made up of many different types of cell that
have different functions. For example, liver cells, muscle cells and brain cells not only
do different things but also are recognisably different when looked at with a microscope.
However, in all cells there are many internal structures and essential processes that are
the same. Essentially, whatever their precise functions, living cells are microscopic but
highly complicated and super-efficient chemical factories.
Figure 1.1 shows some of the basic features of an animal cell. The outer layer is called the
cell membrane and, in general terms, it regulates what goes in and out of the cell. The
space within the cell membrane is filled with fluid and a number of structures referred to
as organelles and these together make up the cell cytoplasm. The different organelles
are involved in the many processes that occur in the cell and each type can be recognised
using an electron microscope which magnifies objects thousands of times. We are not
much concerned with these organelles in this book but they include structures such as
mitochondria (responsible for the cell’s energy metabolism), and ribosomes (which
produce proteins to keep the cell in good repair and for other purposes). The ‘command
centre’ for the many chemical reactions in the cell is the nucleus, and this is the part of
the cell that concerns us most here. So how does the nucleus do this? To answer that
question we need to examine what it is made up of and how it behaves.
The nucleus has an outer nuclear membrane similar to the cell membrane. Inside this
is what usually appears under a microscope to be a tangled mass of some substance,
which, because it can be coloured with certain dyes in sections of tissues, was named
chromatin (from the Greek word for colour - khroma). Then it was noticed that, when
cells divide to produce new cells, as most in the body do on a regular basis, this tangled
mass of chromatin becomes organised into a number of pairs of minute worm-like objects;
these were named chromosomes. When dividing cells from different species of animal
were looked at, it was found that the number of chromosomes differs between species but
is constant for each species. Horses always have 32 pairs of chromosomes (64 in total),
humans have 23 pairs, dogs have 39 pairs, and so on. Later, researchers came to realise
that the key to heredity was carried in the chromosomes – in other words that genes were
located on them. And it is now known that these genes include coded instructions for the
various chemical processes, particularly the production of proteins, that are carried out in
cells.

1

Although this is common knowledge now, it was not until around the middle of the 19th Century, after the development of microscopes
that could give enough magnification, that it was realised that cells are the basic building blocks of all living organisms.
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Figure 1.1
A simplified diagrammatic representation of a typical animal cell showing some of the key structures.

Using special techniques on cells that are dividing, it is possible to separate out the individual
pairs of chromosomes and photograph them, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.2.
This shows the full set of chromosomes found in horses, known in genetic terms as the
equine karyotype. In this case, the figure shows the karyotype of a male horse. Notice
that for thirty one of the pairs of chromosomes, each member of the pair looks identical in
size and banding pattern to the other. These are the non sex chromosomes, also known
as autosomes. The other pair in which one member is bigger than the other is known
as the sex chromosomes; in mammals, these are always known by the capital letters X
(the larger one) and Y (the smaller one). These are very important chromosomes as they
determine which sex the animal is. Males always have an X- and a Y- chromosome and
females have two X-chromosomes.
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Figure 1.2
Diagrammatic representation (karyotype) of the 32 pairs of chromosomes seen in a colt foal. One
chromosome (blue colour) in each pair has originated from the sire of this colt, the other (pink colour)
from its dam.
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Mitosis

Cell division
Due to continuous wear and tear
on the body’s cells and during
growth, there is a constant need
for cells to be reproduced or
replaced. If the instructions for
managing what a cell does are
carried on the chromosomes, it is
obvious that, when a cell divides,
the process has to ensure that the
new cells have a complete set of
chromosomes identical with those
of the parent cells. What happens
is that early in cell division, each
chromosome, or more precisely
the DNA in the chromosome (see
explanation later) produces an
identical copy of itself so that for a
short time there are two complete
sets of chromosomes in the cell
(see Fig. 1.3). The sets then
separate so that the two new cells
(often called ‘daughter cells’) each
has a nucleus with a complete copy
of all the chromosomes that were
present in the parent cell. This
type of cell division which takes
place in body cells not associated
with sexual reproduction is termed
mitosis (pronounced my-tosis)

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Figure 1.3
Diagrammatic representation of the cell division process in tissues NOT associated with production of
sperm (male) or ova (female). For simplicity, the number of chromosomes shown is only two pairs (in
the real horse, there would be 32 pairs). Stages 2 and 3 demonstrate how the number of chromosomes
is temporarily doubled prior to cell division (stage 4). The new “daughter” cells (stage 5) contain the
same number of chromosomes present in the parent cell (two pairs).
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Meiosis

This brings us to consider how it is that an
individual ends up with one of each of its
pairs of chromosomes from its female parent
(dam) and one from its male parent (sire).

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

The explanation lies in a special kind of cell
division that occurs during the formation of
mature eggs (ova) in the female and mature
sperm in the male (see Fig. 1.4). Essentially
what happens is that at a particular point in
the process, a division occurs in which the
chromosomes do not duplicate themselves.
Instead, the members of each pair, one
from the sire and one from the dam, come
to lie close together; they then separate to
form cells that have only one of each pair
in the nucleus, i.e. half the normal number
of chromosomes. In the case of the horse,
this means 32 chromosomes instead of 64.
This type of cell division is called meiosis
(pronounced my-osis). An important point
to note is that, when the chromosomes
separate into two groups during meiosis, they
do so randomly so that each sperm and egg
contains a variable mixture of chromosomes
from the sire and the dam.

Stage 5

Stage 6

Stage 7

Figure 1.4
Diagrammatic representation of meiosis, the cell
division processes that occur in the production
of eggs (female) and sperm (male). Again for
simplicity, only two pairs of chromosomes are
shown to be present in the parent cell (remember
in horses there are actually 32 pairs). Meiosis
results in the production of “daughter” cells (stage
7) containing only one chromosome from each
pair. Note also the several possible combinations
of chromosomes in these daughter cells (blue and
pink) that can result from this random assortment.
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When, following mating, a sperm cell from the stallion fertilises an egg in the mare, the two
nuclei combine and the total number of chromosomes is restored to the normal number,
64 in the horse; once again there are 31 matched pairs plus the pair of sex chromosomes
– half from the sire and half from the dam.
As a simple example of how this works in practice, let us look at how the sex of the foal
is determined. Remember that the sire’s pair of sex chromosomes are X and Y. In the
development of sperm, because of meiosis, half the sperm will have an X-chromosome
and half a Y-chromosome. In the mare, however, there are two X-chromosomes so that
even after meiosis all the eggs have a single X-chromosome. Theoretically then, there
is a 50/50 chance that after mating an egg will be fertilised by a sperm carrying a Ychromosome, in which case the foal will be a colt (XY). On the other hand, there is also
a 50/50 chance that the sperm will carry an X-chromosome and the result will be a filly
(XX).
Later, we will look in more detail at how the genes pass from the two parents to their
offspring and how they interact in the process of inheritance. To understand this we need
to consider next how genetic information is carried on the chromosomes.

The genetic code: the structure of chromosomes, DNA and genes
Research over many years has revealed what chromosomes are made of and what their
internal structure is. Over a century ago it was shown that chromosomes are made up
of proteins and large complicated molecules that are commonly known as DNA. ‘DNA’ is
shorthand for deoxyribo-nucleic acid. It is made up of three parts; a sugar (deoxyribose),
a phosphate component containing phosphorus and oxygen, and a group of chemicals,
known as bases, containing nitrogen. Four different bases are found in DNA molecules;
their names are – adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T): for convenience
they are generally known by their initial letters. In the 1940’s it was clearly shown that it
was the DNA that was responsible for inheritance – in other words, it included the genes.
The puzzling question was how exactly the three parts of DNA fitted together.
Examination of DNA molecules at very high magnifications using electron microscopes
had shown that they are very long, very thin molecules that are normally coiled up tightly in
the chromosome. But that was only part of the answer. Techniques involving bombarding
DNA molecules with X-rays to look at their structure (this is known as X-ray crystallography)
were also used and there was much discussion as to how the results should be interpreted.
After looking at the evidence, and especially research carried out by two scientists working
in Britain, Rosalind Franklin & Maurice Wilkins (who was born in New Zealand), James
Watson and Francis Crick, in 1953, proposed a structure for DNA. Further experiments
proved them to be correct and, in 1962, they and Maurice Wilkins were awarded the Nobel
Prize for their discovery!
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As Watson and Crick showed, DNA is made up of two strands and built rather like a twisted
rope ladder: the sugar and phosphate parts are linked together to form the outer ‘rails’ of the
ladder and the ‘rungs’ between them being formed of pairs of the bases mentioned earlier
(see Figure 1.5). Each base with its sugar and phosphate attached is termed a nucleotide
and a DNA molecule is made up of millions of these linked together. It has been estimated
that there are about 3 billion nucleotides in the DNA of each cell from a mammal!DNA
molecules are indeed very long. It is estimated that the DNA from a single chromosome
would be about 5 centimetres (~ two inches) long if stretched out straight, so it has to be
compressed to fit into a chromosome that, together with all the other chromosomes, fits
inside a cell nucleus! How is this possible? Remember that we said earlier that DNA is
rather like a rope ladder, so it is flexible. In the cell nucleus, it is coiled into a tight spiral,
rather like a double spring; that is why the structure of DNA is also described as a ‘double
helix’ as depicted in Figure 1.6.
The order in which these bases (A,T,C,G) occur along the DNA molecule is termed the
DNA sequence and nowadays there are machines that can automatically determine the
sequence of portions of DNA of particular interest. A short sequence is shown in Figures
1.5 and 1.6 to illustrate this – note also that the sugar and phosphate parts alternate along
the ‘rails’ of the ‘ladder’.
Dotted along the DNA molecule, like beads on a string, are the genes. Each occupies
a specific place along the chromosome referred to as the gene locus (as in ‘location’).
However, genes only account for about 10% of the DNA in a chromosome. What the other
90% does is not fully understood but parts of it are thought to be involved in controlling the
activity of genes. Incidentally, the reason people can tell which parts of a DNA molecule
are genes is that there are special sequences of nucleotides that mark the beginning and
end of a gene.
By now you might well be wondering what this has to do with genes and inheritance!
Remember that the genes occur at irregular intervals along the DNA molecule (chromosome).
A single gene is made up of hundreds or thousands of nucleotides and it is the exact order
in which the pairs of bases are arranged that provides the information carried by that gene.
But what does it code for?
In simple terms, the order of the base pairs codes for the production in the cells of specific
proteins or enzymes. Proteins are the essential building blocks of living things and
enzymes are essential to facilitate the many chemical reactions that occur in the body
cells. And there are vast numbers of different ones. Proteins and enzymes are made up
of amino acids arranged in specific sequences and, without going into details, it is the order
of the bases in the relevant bit of DNA (i.e. the relevant gene) that ensures that the amino
acids also line up in the correct order. How this actually works is quite complicated and
we won’t go into it here but, if you are interested in knowing more about it, there are good
explanations in many modern school biology textbooks.
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Figure 1.5
Diagrammatic representation of a short segment of the
double stranded twisted “rope ladder”-like structure
of DNA. Each outer rail (strand) shown as phosphate
(orange) and sugar (green) molecules connects to one
half of the inner rungs (one of the four bases A,C,T,G).
Note that without fail, the base A in one strand of a rung is
always opposite the base T in the other strand. Similarly,
the base C in one strand is always opposite the base G
in the other strand.
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CG

Figure 1.6
The double helix structure of DNA

DNA sequencing has shown that much of the DNA we and other animals have in our cells
is the same but it is the differences in the rest that are important. Although it is hard to
get ones mind around it, it is subtle differences between the codes and what they code for
that distinguish one type of animal from another – a horse from a cow for example; and
between individuals within a species of animal, e.g. between a Clydesdale and a Shetland
Pony; and such things as coat colour or size within a breed or type! Essentially, as far as
inherited (genetic) traits are concerned, it all comes down to DNA codes.
Now you might think that it sounds a bit far-fetched to suggest that all this complexity is
possible with only four base-pairs to work with and possibly around 30-40 thousand genes
in a horse (or other mammal). But it isn’t really. In fact, if we have an imaginary gene that
is 1000 nucleotides long, it can be shown mathematically that there are millions of different
sequences in which the four nucleotide types could be arranged along it.

Pairs of chromosomes and pairs of genes
Remember that the chromosomes in the cell nucleus are made up of pairs that, except for
the X and Y sex chromosomes, look alike (see Fig 1.2 - page 14). If we were to line up the
DNA molecules from the two chromosomes that are a matching pair we would find that the
genes that determine a particular trait such as coat colour, one from the sire and one from
the dam, are also lined up exactly opposite one another. The two genes that make up a
corresponding pair, one on each chromosome from each parent, are called alleles2.
If we then look at the sequence of base-pairs along the length of the two alleles we might
find that they are identical or that they are slightly different. If they are absolutely identical,
the individual is said to be homozygous for that gene and the trait it codes for. If they are
not identical, and they could differ by only one or two base-pairs, the individual is said to be
heterozygous for that gene or trait. Although the DNA difference may be small, its effect
on the animal may be very great. To explain this we need to introduce some more basic
genetic concepts and the terminology that goes along with it.
It is not too difficult to see that if an animal is homozygous for a trait, one would expect
to see the trait being expressed in some way, i.e. that there should be some chemical
or visible evidence of the gene’s effect (or, as we shall see, a lack of effect). So what
happens when the individual is heterozygous, i.e. when the pair of genes is not identical?
In the simplest situation, what happens is that one of the pair is expressed and the other is
not. The one that is expressed is said to be dominant and the other that is not expressed
is said to be recessive. As we shall see in a moment, things are not always that simple in
real life but before dealing with that, there is another important thing to explain.

2

It should be noted that when it is said that one or more genes control a trait, the word ‘gene’ is usually taken to include both
alleles.
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What can be seen as characteristics of an individual are not only due to its genetic makeup. For example, a horse may have the genetic ability to grow to be 15 hands high like
both its parents but, because of poor feeding when young, it only grows to 13 hands.
What can be seen or detected in an individual is called the phenotype as opposed to
its genetic constitution which is called the genotype. The distinction is important. What
we see, i.e. the phenotype, is the result of the interaction between the genetic makeup
and environmental factors. The point is that we cannot assume that what we see in an
individual animal is simply due to its genes. In fact it is often difficult or impossible to
distinguish between genetic and environmental effects.

Simple Mendelian genetics
Gregor Mendel was an Austrian monk and a very remarkable man. In the 19th century he
carried out a long series of breeding experiments with garden peas. As a result of these
experiments he worked out the basic rules of inheritance. The remarkable thing is that
although he knew nothing of chromosomes or how they behaved (nor did anyone else at
the time), he came to the conclusion that there must be pairs of genes, one from each
parent, and that they may either be dominant and expressed (seen) in the phenotype, or
recessive and not expressed (not seen). He published his work in 1866 but it was not until
1900 that other people interested in heredity discovered it and realised its importance.
Although we looked at this in relation to what determines the sex of a foal, let’s look at
another simple illustration of how this works with Mendel’s rules in mind.
A good example to take in horses is the coat colour grey as it is controlled by a single gene.
In discussing such things it is usual to use a single letter as a label for the gene concerned
so we will use ‘G’ for grey. The dominant allele is indicated by the capital letter ‘G’ and the
recessive allele by ‘g’ (= ‘not grey’).
There is something else that needs to be explained about the gene for grey before
discussing the inheritance of grey coat colour. Among its genes, a grey horse may also
have genes for other coat colours, such as those coding for bay or chestnut colouring. The
reason why, in spite of this, the horse’s coat is grey is that the gene for grey (G) over-rides
the effects of all other coat colour genes, not just its recessive allele partner (g), a sort of
‘super-dominance’. Because of this, the gene for grey is said to be epistatic (put simply, –
static = standing, epi = on top) over all the other coat colour genes. An important outcome
of this is that a grey horse can either be homozygous for grey (GG) or heterozygous (Gg)
and one cannot tell which just from its appearance. However, there are some rules that
follow from the dominance of the gene for grey:
•

if a horse is grey, at least one of its parents must be grey (either GG or Gg)

•

if either one of the parents in a mating is homozygous for grey (GG), all offspring from
such matings will be grey
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•

if a grey stallion’s offspring are all grey regardless of the colour of the mares it is mated
to, the stallion must be homozygous for grey (GG). A good example is the American
bred thoroughbred stallion ‘Spectacularphantom’ whose progeny were all grey. It
follows from this that if you want to be certain of getting a grey foal, the mare must be
mated to a stallion that is known to be homozygous for grey.

•

if a grey stallion’s progeny are not all grey, it follows that the stallion must be
heterozygous for grey (Gg). A good example here is the Australian bred thoroughbred
stallion “Heroicity” whose progeny were not all greys.

The same rules apply to mares but since they do not have as many progeny as a stallion
would, it is more difficult to be certain of the mare’s genotype on this basis because of the
smaller numbers. If the genotypes of the mare’s parents and grandparents, and those of
the stallions to which the mare was mated are known, these can provide useful additional
information for determining whether a mare is homozygous or heterozygous for grey.
Now let’s now look at how the inheritance of grey works according to Mendel’s rules.
Suppose first that we have a grey stallion that is heterozygous for grey (Gg) and a mare
that is not grey, such as a bay (gg). If these two are mated, what are the chances of the
foal being grey?
If you think back to the section dealing with cell division in the formation of sperm and eggs,
you will remember that there is a stage during meiosis where the pairs of chromosomes
separate so that the sperm and egg cells each have only half the normal number. Because
of this, half of the sperm cells in the stallion (Gg) will contain the gene allele ‘G’ and half
will have ‘g’. In the case of the mare (gg), every egg will carry the recessive allele of grey,
‘g’. The normal number of chromosomes is restored when a sperm successfully fertilises
an egg. Because it is equally likely that the successful sperm cell could be ‘G’ or ‘g’ and
the egg must be ‘g’, the possible genotypes following a successful mating are shown in
Figure 1.7.
Let us now look at the possible colour of progeny when a grey stallion that is homozygous
for grey (GG) is mated with non grey mares. Figure 1.8 clearly shows that all progeny from
this stallion will be grey in colour. Similarly, all foals from a mare homozygous for grey will
also be grey in colour.
What these figures show is that if either the stallion or the mare is homozygous for grey,
then irrespective of the grey gene status of horses they are mated with, all their foals will
be grey. If both the sire and the mare are homozygous for grey then all their offspring must
be grey (and all homozygous for grey). While not shown in these figures, a similar diagram
produced for matings between stallions and mares that are both heterozygous for grey
(Gg) would show that on average, three quarters of their offspring would be expected to
be grey –one quarter homozygous (GG) and one half heterozygous (Gg), and one quarter
not grey (gg).
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Grey Stallion

Gg

G
Non-Grey Mare

g

g

Gg

gg

g

Gg

gg

gg

Figure 1.7
The colour of progeny resulting from matings between heterozygous grey stallions and non grey
mares. There are two equally possible outcomes ie a 50% chance that the foal will be grey (Gg) and a
50% chance that it will not grey (gg).
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Grey Stallion

GG

G
Non-Grey Mare

G

g

Gg

Gg

g

Gg

Gg

gg

Figure 1.8
Colour of progeny from matings between homozygous grey stallions and non grey mares. All progeny
will be grey.
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More complications and the importance of chance:
1. Although, as we have seen in the above example, there are situations where a single
gene controls a particular trait, the inheritance of most traits is more complicated. In
general, it is much more likely that the kind of trait that an animal breeder would be
interested in would be regulated by more than one gene. These various genes can
interact in various ways depending, among other things, on what aspect of a trait they
actually control and how dominant their effects are in relation to each other. This will
determine how the trait is finally expressed in the animal.
We have seen already that it is a matter of chance which of a pair of alleles present
in either parent is inherited by an offspring since during meiosis the chromosomes
separate at random. Where there are several genes governing a trait, they are likely
to be located on a number of different chromosomes. For each chromosome, chance
determines which allele is inherited. It is easy to see then that the determination of what
combination of alleles of the various genes is actually inherited becomes a complicated
lottery! As we shall see in the next chapter, this is just what happens in the inheritance
of coat colour in horses.
2. There is a further complication that can also affect the genotype of the offspring of
a mating. As explained earlier, at one point during meiosis in the formation of eggs
and sperm, the corresponding chromosomes from the animal’s parents line up close
together. While this is occurring, they frequently exchange alleles of some genes before
separating. Technically, this swapping of alleles is known as ‘crossing over’ or genetic
recombination and it is unpredictable. Essentially it means that the genetic information
from the sire’s or dam’s parents can, to some extent, be shuffled rather like a pack of
cards, adding to the difficulty of predicting exactly what genes will be inherited by the
next generation.
3. Then there is the question of mutation of genes. For the most part, genes are stable
and maintain their sequence of base pairs through successive generations. Perhaps
not surprisingly in such a complicated process, changes can occur and these are
referred to as mutations. They may involve only one base being replaced by another.
Mutations occur continuously and mostly spontaneously (by chance in the process of
cell division) but sometimes as the result of some outside influence such as chemicals
or radiation. Most are quickly eliminated because they are recognised as harmful by
the body’s defences. Sometimes they can be beneficial. However, it is only when they
are present in cells that give rise either to sperm or eggs, that they can be passed on to
the next generation.
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4. Lastly, it was discovered some years ago that DNA and genes are also present in
the mitochondria in cells. Because it is not part of the chromosomes, this DNA is
not inherited according to Mendel’s rules. Instead, it passes directly from the dam
to its offspring in the egg – only down the female line as sperm cells do not contain
mitochondria and therefore do not have any mitochondrial DNA. At present little is
known about what the mitochondrial genes in horses do but the direct inheritance of this
DNA down the female line can have particular uses in tracing parentage.
In the next chapter we will apply the principles we have covered in this Chapter to a
consideration of the inheritance of coat colours in general.
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KEY POINTS:
•

Body cells contain a nucleus in which there are chromosomes made of long DNA
molecules.

•

Genes, essentially the instructions or code for inherited characteristics (traits), are
embedded in this DNA.

•

Chromosomes come in pairs, one from each parent: the chromosomes in each pair
look alike except for the sex chromosomes (these determine which sex an offspring will
be).

•

In the development of eggs in the dam and sperm in the sire, a particular type of cell
division ensures that each egg and each sperm contains half the normal number of
chromosomes.

•

When fertilisation occurs, the two sets of chromosomes combine in the new individual’s
cell nucleus to restore the normal total number.

•

In this way the parents (sire and dam) contribute equally to the chromosomes and
genes found in each newly conceived foal.

•

Genes on the chromosomes also come in corr esponding pairs, called alleles.

•

The corresponding alleles of a gene are not necessarily absolutely identical.

•

With non-identical alleles, one form may be active and expressed, and the other
suppressed and inactive: the one that is expressed is said to be dominant and the other
is recessive.

•

If an animal inherits two identical alleles (either dominant or recessive alleles) it is said
to be homozygous for that gene: if the inherited alleles are not identical (one dominant
allele and one recessive), it is said to be heterozygous
heterozygous..

•

The genetic traits that can be directly seen in the offspring of a mating, reflects the
expressed alleles it has inherited.

•

Which genes an offspring actually inherits from its parents (and, indirectly, its
grandparents, great grandparents and so on), is very variable and very much a matter
of chance (luck).

•

The luck of genetics arises because of three independent events:
1. Which one of each pair of chromosomes ends up in the nucleus of an individual egg
or sperm as it develops, is down to chance.
2. Gene swapping between pairs of chromosomes (‘crossing over’ or recombination)
occurring during egg and sperm formation.
3. Which of the many eggs in a mare’s ovary is released when she is in season, and
which one of millions of sperm cells provided by the stallion it is fertilised by, are also
a matter of chance.
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CHAPTER 2

Coat colour genetics
In the previous chapter, we described the ways genetic traits are inherited and used the
coat colour grey as an example of a single gene effect. We explained that the gene for
grey (G) is also epistatic over other genes controlling coat colour. This means that a grey
horse can have, and usually does have, genes for other colours but their effects are hidden
by that of the grey gene. However, as shown earlier, not all the progeny of a stallion that
is heterozygous for grey (Gg), will be grey. Their actual colour will depend on the other
colour genes that come from the stallion and the colour genes present in the mare. This
brings us to considering the genetics of colours other than grey. As we shall see, the
colour of any horse is determined by a very complicated genetic mix.
The basic colours found in nearly all horse breeds are grey, chestnut, bay and black.
However, within these main colour types there is quite a lot of variation and this is due to
a number of other genes that modify the expression of the basic colour genes. These are
the colour dilution genes, and those that control white and white spotting patterns.
In total there are twelve currently known genes that can be involved in determining coat
colour in horses. The result is the wide variety of colour types (phenotypes) that are named
and defined as shown in table 2.1. The genes represented in these different phenotypes
are shown in table 2.2. It will be helpful to refer to these tables as the various genes and
their effects are described. Which chromosomes these genes are on is only known for a
few.
Unlike dog and cattle breeds, colour uniformity is seldom a breed trait for horses. No colour
in horses appears to be confined to a single breed, suggesting that the genes responsible
for the colour variants were present early in domestication, before the development of
modern breeds.

The basic colours: grey, chestnut, bay and black
The genes controlling the basic colours appear to be on different chromosomes and so
are inherited independently from each other. With rare exceptions, these colours occur in
all breeds of horses.

Grey
Grey was discussed in Chapter 1 as a basic example for understanding genetics. As we
have seen, two alleles are proposed: G for grey and g for not-grey. The predictable genetic
behaviour of the Grey gene has been the basis for breed registrars querying registration
applications for grey foals without a grey parent. However, although subtle signs may
be present at birth, a foal with G is born any of the non-grey colours and progressively
shows more and more grey hairs as it gets older. The action of the grey gene is to cause
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a gradual change towards grey coat colour with increasing age. At maturity a grey horse
may appear white or it may be white with specks of red or black colour (“flea-bitten” or
“mosquito bitten”) but it differs from a white horse by having black rather than pink skin,
except for pink areas under white markings such as stars, blazes or stockings. Grey is
found in horse breeds throughout the world, from ponies to draft horses.

Chestnut
The gene involved here controls the chemical form of the pigment melanin that is present
in hair, and which results in either red (chestnut) or black coat colour. Skin colour is not
affected. The two alleles are defined as: E for black pigment (the dominant allele) and
e for red (the alternative recessive allele). ‘E’ stands for ‘Extension’, the name given
originally to a similar gene in mice. The genetics of this colour, as for grey, are so reliable
that many breed registrars routinely query new registration applications of any “not-red”
offspring from matings between two red (chestnut) parents.
The gene that produces the black/red pigment difference was the first horse coat colour
gene to have its molecular (DNA basis) defined. It has been shown that the pigment
difference is a consequence of a very small change in the molecular structure of what is
termed the Melanocyte Stimulating Hormone Receptor (MSHR). This change results from
a difference in only one nucleotide between the DNA coding for E and for e. Melanocytes
are cells that produce the pigment melanin and they have receptors on their surfaces for
the hormone that controls their activity.
Some breeders with specialized colour breeding programs for black are using a diagnostic
DNA test for “red factor” to obtain the genotypic status of young potential breeding stock,
thus removing the need for breeding trials. The chromosomal location of Extension has
been shown to be on chromosome 3, close to genes for two other coat patterns Roan
(RN) and Tobiano (TO). This means that when they are present, these genes tend to be
inherited together.

Bay/black (Agouti)
A major feature of black hair in horses is that it may be distributed either uniformly or in a
“points” pattern (black hair in mane and tail and on legs but reduced or absent on the body).
The proposed name of the gene for this pattern is Agouti. The action of the dominant
allele (A) is to cause black to be restricted to the points. The recessive allele (a) does not
restrict black and when homozygous (aa) in the presence of E (the dominant allele of the
black/red gene discussed above in the section on chestnut) produces a uniformly black
horse. Since Agouti only controls the distribution pattern of black, its actions are obvious
only in the presence of E. For most breeds, both bays and blacks are found, although their
frequencies may vary considerably due either to founder effect3, selection or both.
3

When a breed is developed from a small number of foundation animals, this can restrict the range of genes available to their
descendants. Consequently, the genetic (and subsequent phenotypic) characteristics of a breed can be dominated by the limited
pool of genes present in the founder animals.
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The colour dilution genes
Colour dilution genes interacting with the genes for the basic colours substantially increase
the extensive array of possible hues for horses. Compared with the basic colour genes,
the colour dilution genes have a more restricted, though still extensive, breed distribution.

Cream dilution
Perhaps the most widespread and familiar of the dilution genes is the one that produces
the golden body hair colour seen on dark-skinned palominos and buckskins. Palominos
have white (flaxen) manes and tails while buckskins have black points. The accepted code
for this gene is Ccr (Cream) and C for the dominant and recessive alleles respectively.
However, the Ccr allele shows only incomplete dominance, diluting red to yellow when
heterozygous but having little or no effect on black. Heterozygotes for Cream (CCcr) are
palomino when the basic colour is red (ee) and buckskin when bay (A–E–). Blacks (aa
E–) with a single copy of the dilution gene may show only subtle dilution effects on coat
colour (“smoky” black) and on eye colour (amber or hazel). When the dilution allele is
homozygous (CcrCcr), both black and red are diluted to pale ivory, producing the colours
known as cremello and perlino.

Dun
The dominantly inherited Dun trait dilutes both black and red. The gene symbol D is
conventionally given to this trait; the alternative (recessive) allele is given the symbol d.
Red body colour is diluted to pale red (claybank or red dun) or yellow red (buckskin dun);
black body hair is diluted to mouse-grey (grulla). In addition to pigment dilution, the gene
produces a coat markings pattern that includes dark head, dark points, dorsal stripe (list,
eel stripe), shoulder stripes and leg bars.
The effects of the D allele can be confused with those of Ccr and both breed registries
and horse owners may have difficulties making the appropriate colour assignments.
Reference to the colours of the parents may help to clarify the appropriate designation
for the offspring. Homozygosity for D does not produce extreme colour dilution nor does
compound heterozygosity of Ccr and D. A red horse with both dilution genes may look like
a palomino with dun markings—an analysis of progeny colours may be necessary to be
convinced that both genes are present.

Champagne
Recently described in Tennessee Walking Horses (TWHs), this coat colour dilution is
unlikely to be a new mutation or to be confined to that breed. The dominant and alternative
(recessive) alleles are represented as CH and ch. In addition to colour dilution (black to
olive or chocolate, and red to yellow or gold), the action of the gene produces mottled grey
skin, a metallic sheen to the hair, and eye colour that is blue at birth but darkens to hazel
with age. Depending on the basic colour gene background, the effect of Champagne can
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be to produce a colour that appears similar to palomino (or buckskin) and the appropriate
genotype may fail to be assigned unless the distinctive characteristics of Champagne
are recognized. The effect of Champagne with black produces a distinctive olive-hued
metallic colour (classic champagne). It is likely that the same nomenclature will be used
in traditional breed registry colour schemes.

Silver (dapple)
The colour name is here presented with the term “dapple” in brackets since the colour
dilution can occur without any dappling effect, although the popular name for the colour
based on the first scientific report includes both words. Currently, Z is used as the gene
symbol for Silver (alternative allele z).
This gene is in highest frequency in such breeds as Icelandic, Miniature and Shetland, but
occurs in others as well, usually at low frequency. The silver trait in horses is inherited as
a dominant. The gene effects of Silver are conspicuously seen with aaE– (black) horses
in which the coat colour is diluted to a chocolate or black-chocolate, and the mane and
tail are diluted to silver grey or flaxen. With AaE– (bay) horses, the gene produces colour
dilution such that the horse is usually described as a silver-maned chestnut. The gene
probably has little effect on chestnut coat colour, beyond producing a silver (flaxen) mane
and tail which may lead the horse to be called palomino.

White and white spotting patterns
Superimposed on some horse coat colours, are patterns of white body spotting. The
common patterns of white markings on the extremities (face and lower legs) that help
provide characteristics for individual identification will not be discussed here. White spotting
patterns can be in the shape of one big white spot, or discrete white spots of variable size,
extent and location (tobiano, overo, leopard spotting) or a mixture of white and coloured
hairs (roan). Compared with other coat colour categories, the inheritance of colours in this
group may present substantial problems in genetic definition.

White
A white horse lacks pigment in skin and hair but the eyes are usually dark brown. White
colour in horses is likely to involve a variety of genes, including both a single gene with
major effects and the additive effects of alleles at two or more white spotting gene loci.
The dark-eyed white phenotype is usually inherited as a lethal dominant trait (i.e. fatal to
the offspring) when the gene is homozygous (WW). Dark-eyed white horses (which must
be heterozygous for white, Ww) may rarely occur as offspring of solid (dark) parents, for
example in Thoroughbreds, Standardbreds and Arabians. At birth, these horses usually
have pigmented hair on and around the ears, in the mane and on the back, but the pigment
may disappear with age. White horses from dark parents transmit white as a dominantly
inherited trait.
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Another potential genetic scenario for white colour in horses involves the additive interaction
of white spotting genes at different loci (locations on the chromosomes), especially Tobiano
and Overo. Obviously, this type of white could only occur in breeds in which both spotting
genes occurred.

Roan
The roan colour pattern of horses presents as a 50% mixture of white hairs on any colour
background, similar to the phenotype seen in young grey horses, but the coat colour of the
roan horse does not progressively whiten with age as does the grey. The head and lower
legs are solid colour without mixture.
Roan is inherited as a dominant trait (RN; alternative allele rn). While roan has been
reported to be lethal in homozygotes, several Quarter Horse stallions have recently been
confirmed, by the use of molecular marker tests, as homozygous for that trait. Breeders
thus need not assume that this colour trait is always associated with lethal effect for
homozygotes. Roan has been mapped to chromosome 3 in horses, along with tobiano
and chestnut.
The roan trait is present in a variety of horse breeds, but not in all. Neither Thoroughbreds
nor Arabians have the roan gene discussed above, although roan is recognized as a
colour category by registration authorities for both of these breeds. In Thoroughbreds, the
phenotype called roan is ascribed to a chestnut horse turning to grey. (The bay or brown
horse turning grey is the phenotype labeled grey). Roan in Arabians is probably associated
with a currently undefined white markings pattern, perhaps an entity called sabino. Unlike
with the traditional roan gene, in Arabians, a roan offspring can be produced by non-roan
parents.

Tobiano
Tobiano is a dominantly inherited pattern of white spotting on any colour background found
in breeds worldwide. The allelic symbol is TO (alternative allele is to). The pink-skinned
pattern is present at birth, and is characterized by four white legs, white areas crossing
the spine between the withers and croup, with minimal extent of white facial markings.
White areas on the body generally are large, but are highly variable in extent, probably
due to actions of genes at other loci. Homozygous tobiano stallions are becoming widely
recognized as desirable for their ability to transmit the trait to all of their foals. No gene test
is available, but the linkage of Tobiano on chromosome 3 with two blood typing markers
allows the possibility of identifying homozygous tobiano foals produced from heterozygous
matings.
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Overo
Overo is a term applied to variable white spotting that is neither tobiano nor leopard spotting.
It is principally associated with Paint horses. Horses to which this colour term is applied
may be recognized at birth as having moderate to extensive white markings, particularly
on the face, and asymmetrical white patches on the sides of the neck and barrel. As well,
this colour category may include horses with high white leg markings and extensive ventral
white, either as a distinctive class or as combined with characteristics more fitting the first
description. Although this trait is indicated in table 2.2 by ‘O” or ‘o’, Overo is likely to be
a genetically heterogeneous colour category and, not surprisingly, the genetics literature
about it provides inconsistent conclusions.
Molecular analysis has defined one of the genes responsible for overo. A two base pair
nucleotide change in Endothelin Receptor B (EDNRB) produces horses with overo pattern;
homozygotes for the mutation are all white and lack intestinal nerve ganglia, a lethal defect.
With the availability of a molecular test, breeders now have the option of using results of
the diagnostic test to help breed horses with the highly desirable overo pattern, while
avoiding the risk of producing lethal white foals.
The EDNRB mutant gene also occurs in Miniature Horses and Thoroughbreds.

Leopard (tiger, appaloosa) spotting
This complex of spotting and diffuse roaning patterns of variable extent is variously known
as leopard, tiger or appaloosa spotting. The pattern is relatively symmetrically dispersed
over the hips, down and forward. Mottled skin, white sclera (the normally white part of
the eyeball) and striped hooves are also characteristic. The white pattern of an individual
horse may increase in extent to about age five, but at least some pattern manifestations
are present at birth, such as mottled skin. The patterns can occur with any basic coat
colour and with the other major spotting genes (Tobiano and Overo).
Probably a single major gene acting as an incomplete dominant is responsible for all the
patterns, with pattern diversity attributed to modifying genes. Homozygotes for the spotting
gene usually have a greater extent of white than heterozygotes, and are popularly called
few-spot leopards. The gene symbol LP has been proposed (alternative allele lp).
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Table 2.1 Coat colour genes and symbols
Colour

Locus
(symbol)

Grey

Grey (G)

Chestnut

Extension
(E)

Bay/black
Palmino/
buckskin/
cremello/
perlino

Agouti (A)

Cream (C)

Alleles
(symbol)
grey (G)
not grey (g)
black pigment
(E)
red pigment
(e)

Description
Any colour, progressively changing to white with age
Any colour, not progressively whitening with age
Black pigment in skin and hair
Black pigment in skin, red/yellow pigment in hair

black (a)
colour dilution
(Ccr)

Black pigment distributed in a points pattern (mane, tail,
lower legs)
Black pigment uniformly distributed
Red pigment diluted to yellow in heterozygotes; in
homozygotes both red and black pigment diluted to ivory

full colour (C)

No colour dilution

bay (A)

On body, red pigment diluted to light red and black to
grey; points not diluted. Colour dilution accompanied by
Dun
Dun (D)
striping pattern on back, upper legs, withers.
full colour (d) No colour dilution
colour dilution Red pigment diluted to yellow, black pigment to brown or
Champagne (CH)
olive; both with metallic sheen
Champagne
(CH)
full colour (ch) No colour dilution
colour dilution Black pigment diluted to chocolate; minimal effect on red
(Z)
pigment.
Silver
Silver (Z)
full colour (z)
No colour dilution
Born white (white hair, pink skin, dark eyes).
white (W)
Homozygous lethal.
White
White (W)
full colour (w) Full colour
Hair is mixture of white and any other colour. Points
roan (RN)
usually dark.
Roan
Roan (RN)
not roan (rn)
Full colour
White spotting characterized by large white spots in
vertical pattern, (usually) four white legs, white crossing
tobiano (TO)
dorsal line. Homozygotes usually have clusters of small
Tobiano
Tobiano
spots in white areas.
(TO)
not tobiano
No white spotting
(to)
White spotting characterized by horizontal pattern,
overo (O)
(usually) dark legs, white not crossing dorsal line.
Overo
Overo (O)
Homozygous lethal (white)
not overo (o)
No white spotting
Also known as appaloosa or tiger spotting. Variable
leopard
pattern of roaning and spotting accompanied by mottled
Leopard
spotting (LP)
skin, eyes showing white sclera. Homozygotes overall
Leopard
Spotting
whiter than heterozygotes.
Spotting
(LP)
not leopard
No white spotting
spotting (lp)
colour dilution
(D)
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Table 2.2 Putting it all together: colour genotypes and phenotypes
All horses will have a pair of alleles for each of the twelve colour and pattern genes listed
here. This chart shows the assignment of genotypes by phenotype observation. For
each box with more than one choice and for all boxes with a “~,” assignment of genotype
requires information from parents or offspring.
Coat colour
(phenotype)
White
Grey
Bay

White Grey Black/red
W
G
E
A
Ww
~
~
~
GG
ww
~
~
Gg
EE AA
ww
gg
Ee Aa

Colour genes
Dilution
C
CH
D
~
chch
~

Z
~

Spotting Pattern
TO
O
LP
~
~
~

RN
~

~

chch

~

~

~

~

~

~

CC

chch

dd

zz

toto

oo

lplp

rnrn

oo

lplp

rnrn

TOto
Bay tobiano

ww

gg

EE
Ee

Bay varnish
roan

ww

gg

EE
Ee

Black

ww

gg

Champagne
(classic)

ww

gg

Black roan

ww

gg

Chestnut
Palomino
Palomino
(champagne)
Palomino overo

ww
ww
ww

AA
Aa

CC

chch

dd

zz

AA
Aa

CC

chch

dd

zz

toto

oo

LPlp

rnrn

aa

CC

chch

dd

zz

toto

oo

lplp

rnrn

aa

CC

CH-CH
CH-ch

dd

zz

toto

oo

lplp

rnrn

TOTO

aa

CC

chch

dd

zz

toto

oo

lplp

gg
gg

EE
Ee
EE
Ee
EE
Ee
ee
ee

~
~

CC
CcrC

dd
dd

zz
zz

toto
toto

oo
oo

lplp
lplp

RNrn
rnrn
rnrn

gg

ee

~

CC

dd

zz

toto

oo

lplp

rnrn

dd

zz

toto
TOTO
TOto

Oo

lplp

rnrn

Oo

lplp

rnrn

ww

gg

ee

~

C C

chch
chch
CH-CH
CH-ch
chch

Buckskin
tobiano/overo

ww

gg

EE
Ee

AA
Aa

CcrC

chch

dd

zz

Red few-spot
leopard

ww

gg

ee

~

CC

chch

dd

zz

toto

oo

LPLP

rnrn

Red dun

ww

gg

ee

~

CC

chch

zz

toto

oo

lplp

rnrn

Cremello
Cremello

ww
ww

gg
gg

~
~

CcrCcr
CcrC

chch
CH-ch

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

~
~

Grulla

ww

gg

aa

CC

chch

zz

toto

oo

lplp

rnrn

Silver dapple

ww

gg

~
~
EE
Ee
EE
Ee

aa

CC

chch

ZZ
toto
Zz

oo

lplp

rnrn

cr
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DD
Dd
~
~
DD
Dd
cc

For an explanation of how to interpret Table 2.2, let us take, as an example, the coat colour
“bay”. If you follow the line across from Bay in the table, you will see that some of the
coat colour genes are only present as recessive alleles (i.e. not expressed), while other
appear as dominant alleles. You can see that a bay horse is homozygous recessive for
the genes white (ww), grey (gg), cream (CC), dun (dd), champagne (chch), silver dapple
(zz), tobiano (toto), overo (oo), leopard spotting (lplp), and roan (rnrn) with none of these
colours or patterns observed in a bay horse. The genes controlling expression of the bay
colour are those controlling red/black colour, i.e., Extension, where bay horses may be
either homozygous EE or heterozygous Ee (thus are NOT chestnut in colour), and the
Agouti gene, where bay horses MUST be either homozygous AA or heterozygous Aa.

KEY POINTS:
The colour of an individual horse depends on which of the genes are present, their relative
dominance and how they influence each other.
•

There are currently 12 known genes involved in determining coat colour in horses.

•

There are four basic colours: grey, chestnut, bay & black.

•

These are controlled by three single genes and inherited separately.

•

The other nine are colour dilution genes and those controlling white and white patterns.
These modify the expression of the basic colour genes.

•

The colour dilution genes include: cream, dun, champagne, silver (dapple).

•

White and white-spotting genes include: white, roan, tobiano, overo, and leopard
spotting.

•

It is the interaction of these genes that results in the wide range of coat colour variations
that occur in horses.
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CHAPTER 3

Breeds
The current estimated global population of domestic horses is about 60 million, made up
of approximately 500 breeds, types and varieties. Historically, a breed was a distinctive
set of animals associated with a restricted geographical area in which it was developed
to meet human needs under particular local conditions. Nowadays, the term breed more
often refers to a group of animals defined by a breed society. Some breeds have been
in existence for centuries. However, the formation of breed societies to control breeding
and record pedigrees, the foundation of western livestock breeding practices, began in
England in the early nineteenth century. Horses registered with a breed society make up
about 10% of the global population. Horses not associated with breed societies include
feral horses and a majority of those working in transport and agriculture.
The earliest archaeological evidence suggests the horse was domesticated about six
thousand years ago. What was the wild species from which domestic horses were derived?
How many horses were involved? Was it a recurring event? At present we don’t know.
Recent developments in the genetics of human origins lead us to hope that answers can
also be had for horses and breeds of horses. The difficulty with constructing the complete
genetic history of the domestic horse is, as for other domestic animals, its relatively recent
development.

Evolution of the horse
The evolution of the horse family (Equidae) has been traced back to the Eocene epoch, 57
million years ago; the fossil remains indicate that these ancestral horses were the size of
a small dog. The horse first evolved on the American continents but later became extinct
there. However, before that happened, horses had migrated into Asia by the land bridge
between the continents and then into Europe where they continued to evolve.
The story of domestication is much more difficult to put together. Archaeological evidence
from early settlements carbon-dated to 4200-3800 BC suggests that the horse was
domesticated about this time from wild horses living on the grassy plains (steppes) of
present-day southern Ukraine. Domestic horse stock accompanied people from this
Scythian culture when they spread out from the area and evidence of the domestic horse
becoming a factor in many cultures of Asia, Europe and Africa began to accumulate. As
the various cultures in different areas evolved, a variety of types of horse developed to
meet particular needs and to suit various geographical and climatic conditions.
The only wild horse remaining today is Przewalski’s horse (Equus ferus przewalskii), which
became extinct in the wild in its last range in Mongolia. Using stock from collections in
zoos and nature reserves, a major reintroduction effort is underway to return Przewalski’s
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horse to the Hustain Nuruu National Park in its former home range in Mongolia. This
project appears to be thriving. A century ago there was another wild horse species, the
tarpan (Equus ferus ferus), but this species is now extinct. This is unfortunate for a number
of reasons, not the least being that it is the tarpan, not Przewalski’s horse that is now
thought to be the wild species from which the domestic horse was derived.
In genetic terms, all domestic horses are interfertile (i.e., can interbreed) and belong to one
species (Equus caballus). While phenotypic differences may provide obvious contrasts
between breeds in extremes of size (Shire vs. Miniature Horse) or performance (Brabant
vs. Thoroughbred), or more subtle traits such as breed character, genetic assays suggest
the differences between breeds are due to the particular combinations or frequencies of
genetic elements common to all breeds.

Studbooks
Studbooks define the gene pool of a breed. However, the way pedigree information is
recorded and used varies. In most countries there is no overriding authority that makes
sure that a single studbook model is used to define and maintain a breed, such as exists
for purebred dogs. Some horse studbooks are under the authority of a government agency
(e.g., Spanish Purebred Horse [Andalusian]), but most are maintained by, and subject to,
the legal obligations of a private corporation. The keepers of the studbook (generally,
the elected or appointed Directors of the Breed Society) determine the registration rules.
The rules may be changed by the current authorities when considered essential for breed
viability.
The breeds defined by studbooks have been developed for a variety of purposes. The
founder populations usually have been particularly selected on appearance (“type”)
and use. Selection may also be based on geographical origin (Arabian, Connemara,
Icelandic), colour (Appaloosa), gait (Tennessee Walking Horse, Paso Fino), racing speed
(Thoroughbred, Standardbred) or relationship to a single stallion (Morgan, Shagya).
Crossbreeding may initially be allowed (and recorded in pedigrees) for several generations
to build up a viable breeding nucleus. Subsequently, many studbook authorities close
registration to any but the offspring of horses already registered with the society.
In the case of a closed studbook (e.g., Arabian or Thoroughbred), the breed today is based
on a selected set of founders and there are no (or extremely few) options to increase
diversity in the gene pool. One possibility to expand the gene pool is through arrangements
with studbooks of the same breed in other countries. Even if breed studbooks in different
countries are based on the same founders, genetic differences due to genetic drift are
likely to develop provided the populations remain separated for a sufficient length of time.
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Due to the pedigree restrictions of most breed societies, there is little opportunity for proven
useful gene combinations from unregistered horses (e.g., feral horses) to be added to
their gene pools. However, new horse breed societies continue to emerge (e.g., National
Show Horse, Azteca, Tiger), permitting breeders to take advantage of gene sources
and combinations not otherwise accommodated by existing breeds. This continuing
development of breeds is not nearly as common for other domestic animal species as it is
for horses.
Breeds defined by studbooks are young compared to the length of time that horses have
been domesticated. Breeds with the longest pedigree records include Lipizzans (since
early 1700s) and Thoroughbreds (since late 1700s) (both breeds from acknowledged
crossbred sources). Arabians are considered to have been a recognized breed for longer
than either Lipizzans or Thoroughbreds, theoretically without any crossbreeding. However,
for most Arab horses, the bulk of their recorded pedigree consists of lines that trace to
desert sources, which represent only 100 years or less of written records and no line can
be traced back before 1800.

Genetic similarity of breeds
Our understanding of the relationships between breeds and their development has,
until recently, been largely based on opinion rather than hard fact. Now that we have
accurate information about genetic markers (mostly developed for parentage testing and
gene mapping), it is possible to investigate this scientifically. Using many genetic markers
increases the likelihood that measures of genetic similarity will accurately reflect the
degree of relatedness and allow a more accurate assessment of the early stages of the
development of a breed.

Cross-breeding (introgression) between domestic breeds
People have been arguing about the purity of horse breeds for many years. Indeed,
registered horses are often referred to as “purebred”, implying a notion of purity, although
the genetic meaning of that term is not clear. Parentage verification programmes,
designed to identify pedigree errors, have only been available for about thirty years. As
horse owners become more knowledgeable about genetics, they are putting pressure on
breed registries to investigate rumours of illegal cross-breeding (introgression from other
breeds) in the past.
As explained above, the genetic markers that are effective for parentage testing have
been used to investigate intra- as well as interbreed similarities and differences. This has
shown that most of the genetic variation within a breed is also present in other breeds.
Rare variants that are confined to one or a few related breeds are found, but no breed
specific markers (equivalent to species specific markers) have been identified. In other
words, no genetic variants have been found that are present only in a single breed and
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possessed by every horse in that breed. Genetic differences between breeds for the most
part are due to differences in the frequency with which the different alleles of genes occur
(rather than the presence of particular genes in one breed and their absence in another).
These differences in allelic frequencies originate from differences in selection schemes,
the genetic makeup of the founder animals or random genetic drift. This means that
differences between breeds reflect differences in breed histories and do not necessarily
indicate differences in their earliest ancestors.
It has been suggested that it might be possible to investigate the pedigrees of past
generations using the DNA found in mitochondria and on the Y-chromosome. This is
difficult to do using the DNA on the non-sex (autosomal) chromosomes, especially for long
pedigree lines, because of the recombination of genes that occurs in these during egg and
sperm development (see Chapter 1). Mitochondrial DNA and Y-chromosome DNA are not
affected by this. Mitochondrial DNA is strictly maternally inherited in the tail female line of
the pedigree, passing directly from mare to offspring in the egg, and it has been used to
resolve maternity disputes. Assays for Y-chromosome DNA variants, inherited strictly in
the tail male line of the pedigrees of males, are not yet available for horses, but are likely to
be developed. Using these techniques certain pedigree problems in remote generations
could be addressed by studbook authorities if there was a compelling need to do so.
However, it is important for people to understand the genetic principles that affect the
likelihood of traits through generations, the lack of basic biological and genetic differences
between breeds and the use of cross-breeding in the early development of breeds. All
these factors mean that there is no simple way to detect forbidden cross-breeding many
generations ago.
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KEY POINTS:
•

There are approximately 60 million horses and 500 recognised breeds or varieties
worldwide.

•

Archaeological evidence suggests horses were first domesticated about 6000 years
ago (~4000 BC).

•

Only one wild horse species (Przewalski’s horse) survives but it is thought this was not
the ancestor of domestic horses; the extinct tarpan is more likely.

•

Breeds as defined by studbooks have only been developed in the last 2-300 years.

•

Studbooks, usually controlled by Breed Societies, are used to maintain consistency of
breed types; many are closed and they define the gene pool of each breed.

•

Breeds are based on selective breeding for traits such as size and conformation, coat
colour, gait, strength, speed or endurance, or geographically identified type.

•

The precise genetic relationship between breeds is being investigated using similar
DNA analysis to that used for parentage verification.

•

Available evidence indicates that most of the genetic variation within a breed is
present in other breeds reflecting common origins; most differences between breeds
are attributable to differences in gene frequency resulting from selective breeding for
desired characteristics.

•

Parentage verification tests are used to ensure that registered animals are bred according
to studbook rules and not the result of deliberate or accidental cross-breeding.

•

Detecting illegal or accidental cross-breeding many generations ago is difficult.
Using mitochondrial and Y-chromosome DNA analysis may prove useful in some
circumstances.
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CHAPTER 4

Pedigrees and breeding plans
In their efforts to breed good horses, breeders cannot change Mendelian genetics, nor the
number of genes involved in traits, nor their linkage relationships. They can hope through
selective mating to produce gene combinations that result in high quality stock. Pedigrees
are used by breeders as a tool to identify relationship patterns that appear as repeated
elements among successful horses.
Broadly speaking the systems of mating that a breeder may choose are:
•

mating like to like (based on individual likeness, such as performance success,
temperament or body shape).

•

pedigree likeness: repeating a mating (or using close relatives) to attempt to duplicate
a successful horse

•

random mating (no selection).

•

mating unlike to unlike (based on outcrossed pedigrees or individual extremes, such as
tall with short, or rangy with compact, or hot temperament with mellow).

Successful examples of all these schemes could be cited for any breed. Every horse
breeder needs to understand the genetic principles underlying these situations and then
decide which is the most appropriate for each breeding pair.

The pedigree format
The routine pedigree format is a diagram of a “begat” listing. By convention, the offspring
is named to the left of the page and the first column to the right lists the parents, arranged
with the sire on top. The next column gives the parents of the parents (the grandparents
of the offspring) and so on.
Grand Sire
Sire
Grand Dam
Offspring
Grand Sire
Dam
Grand Dam

Pedigrees can help us understand what genes a horse may have. Mostly what we can learn
from a pedigree provides us with a subjective impression, although some “real” genetic
information can be learned if information other than names is included in the pedigree.
For example, a grey horse has no possibility to be homozygous for grey if it does not have
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both a grey sire and a grey dam. Notice, however, that if the grey does have two grey
parents, they may be either homozygous for the grey gene (GG) or heterozygous (Gg) or
one of each. The pedigree, therefore, cannot tell us whether the offspring is homozygous
or heterozygous for grey (see Chapters 1 & 2).

Relatedness and “percentage of blood”
Offspring resemble their parents to varying degrees, but the proportional genetic contribution
of each parent is constant: half the genes of an offspring come from the mother and half
from the father (except for mitochondrial genes that are maternally inherited in a nonMendelian fashion4). Because of this, it is said that there is a relatedness coefficient of
50% in a parent-offspring relationship.
Full brothers and sisters on average share 50% of their genes. This is based on the
likelihood that 25% of the time they will have received the same genes from their dam; 25%
of the time they will have received the same genes from their sire; 25% of the time they will
have received no genes in common from either their sire or dam; and 25% of the time they
will have received the same genes from both their sire and dam). It is possible, though
very unlikely, that full siblings have inherited either no genes in common or all genes in
common. The random assortment of chromosome pairs during egg or sperm formation
means that we cannot predict the exact proportion of genes that any two full siblings have
in common; we can only provide an average value for full siblings as a group. In practical
terms, some stallion advertisements to the contrary, one cannot assume that a full brother
to a proven stallion will be an equivalently successful sire. Certainly, he has a greater
likelihood of sharing genes with the proven stallion than does a non-relative, but there is
no guarantee that he has received the particular group of genes that sets his brother apart
from the rest of the breed.
Half-siblings (i.e., having one parent the same) on average share 25% of their genes, and
first cousins share about 12.5%. Relatedness decreases by half with each succeeding
generation. In other words, if an offspring’s relationship to a parent is 50%, it is 25% to a
grandparent, 12.5% to a great-grandparent, and so on.

Inbreeding and linebreeding
Inbreeding means breeding closely related animals, such as father and daughter, mother
and son, brother and sister, or cousins. Linebreeding is the term used by breeders to
describe their programmes based on multiple pedigree crosses to a single exceptional
animal.

4
These were mentioned briefly in Chapter 1. As they are not on the chromosomes they are not involved in the same way as other
genes in cell division and so they are not subject to the Mendelian laws of inheritance but are transmitted directly from dam to
offspring. As far as is known, these are not important in the inheritance of performance traits.
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An inbreeding coefficient, that measures the degree of relatedness can be calculated.
This provides an estimate of the likelihood that the alleles in any gene pair will be identical
by descent (homozygous) from an ancestor found on both the sire’s and dam’s sides of
the offspring’s pedigree. Examples of inbreeding coefficient values for matings in human
terms are: parent–offspring or full-sibs (0.25 indicating a 25% chance); uncle–niece (0.125
indicating a 12.5% chance); first cousins (0.0625); second cousins (0.016). In general
horse breeding programs, calculation of inbreeding coefficients is probably of little practical
value. However, for intensely inbred breeding groups in which the aim is to maintain
maximum genetic diversity (say, for endangered species), matings involving individuals
with lower inbreeding coefficients could be useful.

Towards homozygosity
The theoretical purpose of inbreeding (or linebreeding) is to produce stock of consistent
excellence through increasing their relationship to admired individual ancestors. Inbreeding
not only increases the proportion of genes that trace back to a given ancestor, but also
increases the likelihood that the genes will be homozygous. The assumption behind
a positive attitude toward inbreeding is that homozygosity is desirable. However, these
genes may not have been homozygous in the admired ancestor.
An important consideration for those working with inbred pedigrees is avoiding producing
foals homozygous for an undesirable trait. Having accurate tests to identify carriers of
such traits and knowledge of basic genetics are of key importance in this. For example,
inbreeding to a palomino Quarter Horse stallion, highly regarded for his conformation and
performance as well as colour, could lead to the production of cremello foals that would not
be eligible for registration as Quarter Horses. Breeders could avoid the cremello problem
and still inbreed to a palomino source if they apply principles of coat colour genetics and
select appropriate breeding pairs (avoid breeding together palominos, buckskins or their
combination). This example illustrates the possibilities of using basic genetics to avoid
producing foals homozygous for an undesirable trait while working with heterozygous
(carrier) pedigrees.
Although physical uniformity may be a goal of purebred breeding programs, extreme
genetic uniformity is probably not desirable, because hardiness, vigour and reproductive
soundness may decrease with increasing homozygosity.
Genetic alternatives will become restricted as homozygosity increases in any inbred group.
Inbreeding tends to create distinctive breeding groups through chance “fixing” of genes.
If several breeders undertake inbreeding programs independent of each other’s stock,
different genes can become fixed in each group, although their genetic repertories might
initially have been quite similar. In this way, diversity can be maintained within a larger
(breed) context by establishing several inbred lines.
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Closed studbooks
Many studbooks have regulations that prevent the use of animals outside the registry,
effectively creating a closed gene pool. The aim of this closure is to encourage breeding
a consistent type of stock with excellence for a selected set of breed characteristics. For
closed studbooks, the gene pool is initially defined by the genetic variation (variants)
provided by the founder stock. With a sufficiently large founder population and no historical
periods of severely restricted population size referred to as bottlenecks, the gene pool may
be quite diverse. New gene combinations may still be realized for tens of generations.
Once a studbook is closed, the only sources of new genetic material will be through
mutations or undetected crossbreeding. The mutation process occurs spontaneously and
continuously, but most mutations are immediately eliminated because they are deleterious
to the organism or eliminated within a few generations by random chance. Introduction
of new genetic material into a closed studbook through crossbreeding can be avoided by
denying registration to horses that fail parentage verification tests.
Maintenance of diversity may be an appropriate breeding goal, particularly within the
context of a closed breeding program. Several horse breeds are broken up into subsets of
inbred lines, sometimes defended so vehemently by their supporters that personal feuding
between owners of different sub strains becomes surprisingly intense and bitter. The
far-sighted view of breed promotion recognizes the value of maintaining multiple lines to
preserve diversity for the long-term genetic health of the breed.

Out-crossing
In contrast to inbreeding or linebreeding schemes, some breeders use out-crossing to meet
their goals. Out-crossing means the breeding together of unrelated animals. Out- crossing
in the context of a closed breed is practiced by avoiding or minimizing the duplication of
names in pedigrees, although it is likely that the animals are related a long way back.
Some breeds allow the use of out-crossing with horses not in their studbook, usually
only to selected breeds considered important sources to obtain or maintain performance
or conformation characteristics. In theory, horses that are the products of out-crossing
programs (also called crossbreeding) may be more heterozygous than inbred horses.
Crossbreds might be outstanding performers, but as breeding stock they inconsistently
pass on their desirable characteristics. Warmblood breeds extensively use out-crossing in
combination with performance testing schemes to maintain a breeding stock pool strongly
selected for a group of traits associated with predictable excellence in 3-day events and
selected specialties.
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Assortative mating
Mating like to like based on their perceived similarities, without regard to pedigree, is called
positive assortative mating. This technique could combine animals with similar genes
or animals with different genes resulting in a similar phenotype. In any case, the goal is to
produce an animal that closely resembles the parents.
Mating together animals of unlike phenotypes is called negative assortative mating. The
goal of this process is to breed offspring not as extreme as either parent.
The consideration of pedigrees from the standpoint of whether they represent positive or
negative assortative matings can be useful for thinking about individual traits, but probably
has limited application in the context of the overall horse. A race horse breeder would
probably select positive assortative mating for speed (sprinter to sprinter or distance winner
to distance winner), but negative assortative mating if seeking to overcome conformation
defects (a heavier boned mate to improve light bone). Most matings combine positive
assortative mating for some traits with negative assortative mating for others, but in practice
breeders seldom describe their breeding decisions in such terms.

Tail-male lineage
Breeders may classify breeding lines by tail-male pedigree lineage tracing the top line of
a conventionally drawn pedigree back to a noted founder stallion. Clustering male horses
based on their shared tail-male relationship makes biological sense in light of transmission
of the Y chromosome from male to male. These horses must share the few genes present
on the Y chromosome (barring the effects of recombination and mutation). See Figure
6.1.
Sir Tristram

Zabeel

Lady Giselle

Colombia
Eight Carat

Grosvenor
His Royal Highness
Gem In The Rough

Pieces Of Eight
Klairessa
Sir Tristram
My Tricia
Mr Prospector
Klairessa

Figure 6.1
The Thoroughbred stallions Colombia and His Royal Highness and their sires Zabeel and Grosvenor
all share tail-male lineage and a Y chromosome from the famous stallion Sir Tristram.
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From a genetic standpoint it is not clear how females could be considered to have a
connection to a tail-male group since they do not have the founder Y chromosome. After
several generations both males and females have virtually no autosomal genes (i.e. those
on the other non-sex chromosomes) remaining from a distant founder source.

Tail-female lineage, strain breeding and families
Several meanings are associated with the terms strain and family when applied to pedigree
relationships. Probably the most common use for either term (and they may be used
interchangeably) is for a group of animals selectively bred for several generations from a
subset of animals within a breed. Often this usage reflects the long-standing successful
breeding program of a particular stable, stud farm or group of cooperative breeders.
A different meaning is attached to these terms by some Thoroughbred and Arabian horse
breeders, who tie physical and mental traits to tail-female pedigree connections. Bruce
Lowe, an Australian who made extensive studies of Thoroughbred pedigrees, developed
a system for predicting racing excellence based on tail-female founders (Bruce Lowe
families). The Bedouin Arab used the tail-female convention to describe the relationship
of their horses to celebrated foundation mares (strains), a tradition continued by some
breeders. Tail-female lineages for two well known New Zealand harness racing horses are
shown in Figure 6.2.
Falcon Seelster
Elsu
Interchange

Meadow Roydon
Jenny’s Rocket
Jenny Gee

Warm Breeze
Fashion Trick
New York Motoring
Zenova
Meadow Skipper
Meadow Maiden
Johnny gee
Zenova

Figure 6.2
Two well known New Zealand harness racing horses Elsu and Jenny’s Rocket and their dams
Interchange and Jenny Gee share tail-female lineages to the Grand Dam, Zenova.

The performance excellence of horses sharing tail-female connections may be associated
with maternal inheritance through mitochondria, but any such relationship between
performance traits and specific mitochondrial genes currently has not been proved . Some
breeders strive for multiple generations of breeding within the same strain (sires and dams
of the same strain), but the underlying biological basis for attaining excellence in this way
is not clear.
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A tail-female connection among female horses is not chromosomally comparable to the Ychromosome sharing among males with a tail-male relationship. Any grandchild of Zenova
has only a 50% chance of receiving either one of her two X chromosomes. Two otherwise
unrelated granddaughters (or grandsons) have only a 12.5% chance of receiving the same
X chromosome from their common maternal grandmother. Thus the persistence of traits
through pedigrees cannot be routinely traced to X-chromosome sharing from a tail-female
connection.

Questioning the breeding myths
Newcomers to horse breeding often look for pedigree formulas or hope to emulate a
particular breeder’s program by using related stock. Unfortunately for novices, the truths of
horse breeding are that many successful horse breeding judgments are in equal measure
luck and intuition. Horse breeding is not as easy to fit to formulas as breeding for meat or
milk production. Many of the highly valued traits of horses such as breed type or way-ofgoing are subjectively evaluated in show ring events. Winners may reflect the skills and
show ring know-how of the trainer/handler, as much as the innate abilities of the horse.
Some breeders can learn to predict to their satisfaction the approximate phenotype to
expect from a selected mating because of their years of experience studying horses and
their pedigrees, but their skill cannot always be taught to others and may not work with
unfamiliar pedigrees.

“Nicks”
Horses considered to be of excellent quality often present a pattern of recurring pedigree
elements. Breeders naturally seek to define pedigree formulas or “nicks” to design matings
that will consistently replicate this quality. But breeding horses is not like following a recipe
to make a cake. You cannot precisely measure or direct the ingredients (genes) of the
pedigree mixture as you can the flour, sugar, chocolate, eggs and baking powder for a cake.
You can construct pedigrees to look very similar on paper, but the individuals described by
those pedigrees may be phenotypically (and genetically) quite different. Before seriously
considering any breeding formula scheme it is essential that breeders understand the most
basic lesson of genetics: each mating will produce a genetically different individual with a
new combination of genes.
A certain nick is often expressed as cross of stallion A with stallion B - an obvious
impossibility! Probably one source of this convention is that it is easier to become familiar
with the characteristics of the offspring of stallions than mares because they usually have a
great number of foals. Another source is the perceived need to reduce complex pedigrees
to an easily described summary. Breeding stallion A to daughters of stallion B (this would
be the genetically correct description of some nicks) may produce horses of a relatively
consistent type compared with the rest of the breed. For mares of the next generation, the
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“magic” nick (stallion C) is again at the mercy of genetic mechanisms that assure genes
are constantly re-assorted with every individual and every generation. Some breeders
are reluctant to introduce stallion C at all, preferring to continue with their A-B horses,
breeding their A-B mares to A-B stallions. If a nick works, and it can appear to do so for
some breeders, basic understanding of genetics tells us that it is seldom a long term, multigenerational proposition unless it is guided by an astute breeder that is making breeding
decisions on individual characteristics, not merely the paper pedigrees.

Basing a program on champions
Novice breeders are often counselled to “start with a good mare.” This seems to be
reasonable advice, but does not account for the observations that some breeders can
produce excellent stock from a mare accounted to be ordinary, while others fail to produce
a foal that matches the quality of its excellent dam. Probably the lack of objective criteria to
evaluate horses accounts for both observations. A “good mare” need not be a champion,
and a champion is not guaranteed by dint of show ribbons to be a “good mare.” As well,
we do not know the inheritance patterns of highly valued traits for show ring excellence.
If the ideal type is generated by heterozygosity (for example, the ever useful example of
palomino), the only infallible way to produce foals that meet the criterion of excellence
(palomino colour) is to use parents of less desirable type (chestnuts bred to cremellos).
This example is not to be taken as a general license to use horses of inferior quality, but to
provoke critical thinking about the adequacy of general breeding formulas to guide specific
programs.
Other breeders pride themselves in structuring programs based on using exceptional
stallions. However, breeders should be aware of the fallacy of this type of strategy: “I like
stallion Y but I can’t afford the risk to breed my mare to an unknown stallion like Y—I can
only breed to a major sire like Z.” Any breeding is at risk to produce a less than perfect foal,
but the advertising hyperbole leads novices to think that certain avenues are practically
foolproof. Included in the best thought out breeding plans must be an appreciation of the
ever-present potential of deleterious genes being included with those highly prized. It is
irresponsible to assume that any animal is without undesirable genes. The wise breeder
understands the task as minimizing the risk of creating a foal with serious defects and
maximizing the chances of producing an example of excellence.

The cult of the dominant sire
In some circles, the highest praise of a breeding stallion is that he is a “dominant” sire.
The implication is that all his foals are stamped with his likeness, regardless of what mare
is used. This concept would appear to contradict the advice to “start with a good mare.”
Those owners who strongly believe in the strengths and qualities of their breeding females
would surely question the value of a so-called dominant sire that could seemingly obliterate
valued characteristics that would be contributed by their mares.
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The more widely encountered livestock breeding term for an elite sire (or dam) is
prepotency. Prepotency is the tendency of an animal to transmit certain characteristics
at a higher frequency than is generally encountered with other breeding animals. In that
sense, a bull may be prepotent for weaning weight of calves or his daughters’ first lactation
characteristics. Prepotency is described in statistical terms. Prepotency does not mean
that every offspring will achieve the high criteria, but a larger proportion of offspring will
achieve higher values than achieved in the breed at large. Prepotency refers to a few
specific traits, a concept that can easily be understood in light of genetic principles.
Some stallions are strikingly prepotent for selected characteristics. Coat colour is always
the conspicuous example. Any stallion whose offspring always or nearly always match
his colour is popularly described as a dominant sire. To be excruciatingly correct, for at
least some of the effects being considered, the genetic interaction is not dominance but
epistasis and homozygosity. A stallion could be homozygous for grey, leopard spotting
or tobiano, so that every foal, regardless of the colour of the mare (with the possible
exception of white), would have those traits. Homozygosity for colour is not necessarily
linked with prepotency for good hoof structure, bone alignment in front legs, shoulder
angulations or other traits that may be desirable. Most conformation traits seem to be
influenced by more than one gene. Some stallions may be exceptionally consistent sires
of good conformational qualities, but it is unlikely that every foal will have these traits or
that any stallion could be so characterized for more than a few traits.
Mares with certain points of less-than-ideal conformation could produce foals of above
average conformation if an appropriate prepotent stallion could be identified. Mares of
exceptional quality may not require the same stallions to produce foals consistent with
their anticipated potential. Sometimes breeders are swayed by extensive promotional
materials that suggest that one particular stallion is the answer for all mare owners’ needs.
The balanced view is that a battery of stallions is needed to meet the particular genetic
requirements of each of the various mares in the breed. No one stallion can be the perfect
sire for every mare’s foal.

Using genetics to guide a breeding program
If assays for genes important for program goals are available, the probability of obtaining
foals with selected traits from specific breeding pairs can be predicted. For many horse
coat colours, offspring colours can be predicted, but conformation and performance traits
are not well enough defined for predictive values to be assigned. So little is known about
the genetics of desirable traits, it is premature to suggest that any general technique of
structuring pedigrees consistently produces either better or worse stock.
The important lessons to learn from genetics to use for horse breeding decisions may seem
nebulous to those looking for easy “how-to” information. Yet an appreciation of how genes
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are transmitted, the number of genes involved in the makeup of a horse, their variability
within a breed and the inevitability of genetic trait re-assortment with every individual in
every generation will provide the critical foundation for sound breeding decisions.
With the current interest in genetics and the new technologies available for looking
at genes at the molecular level, information about inherited traits of horses is likely to
increase significantly in the next decade. Horse owners can help with the process in
several ways, including communication with granting agencies about specific problems
of interest to them, providing money to fund the research, and providing information and
tissue samples to funded research studies. Horse breeders are eager to have sound
genetic information and diagnostic tests to guide their programs and fortunately, the future
looks very promising.

KEY POINTS:
•

Pedigrees give an indication of what genes a horse may have but do not give precise
genetic information.

•

Each parent contributes 50% of their offspring’s genetic material: the parent-offspring
relatedness coefficient is, therefore, 50% (mitochondrial genes inherited only from the
dam are additional; as far as is known, these are not important in performance traits).

•

Full siblings on average share 50% of their genes as on average 25% of the time they
will receive the same genes from the dam and 25% of the time, the same genes from
the sire.

•

Half siblings (one parent in common) on average share 25% of their genes.

•

Inbreeding means breeding closely related animals such as father/daughter, mother/
son and so on.

•

Line breeding means breeding of a number of offspring using a single exceptional
animal, most commonly a particular sire mated to a number of pedigree mares.

•

Inbreeding increases the likelihood of animals being homozygous for given traits and
greater uniformity; this may be the desired objective of a breeding programme but, in
some circumstances there can be disadvantages, particularly if carried to extremes.

•

Closed studbooks are used to prevent the use of animals outside the registry for
breeding to encourage the production of animals that are consistent in desired genetic
traits; parentage testing can be important in ensuring this.

•

Out crossing (cross-breeding) means breeding together of unrelated animals to produce
desired genetic mixtures.

•

Positive assortative mating is the breeding of similar animals without considering
pedigree to produce offspring that closely resemble the parents.
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•

Negative assortative mating is the breeding of unlike animals, regardless of pedigree,
to produce offspring that are less extreme in some trait than the parents.

•

Breeding lineages may be categorised as ‘tail-male’ when linked to a particular stallion,
or ‘tail-female’ when linked to a particular mare.

•

There are many beliefs and opinions about breeding for performance or other traits
that are not based on genetics and can be problematic: it is important to remember
the difference between an animal’s phenotype (what can be seen) and its genetic
makeup. And that every mating will produce a genetically different individual with a
new combination of genes.
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CHAPTER 5

Parentage Verification in Horses
Introduction
Many horse breed registries require the parentage of all horses to be verified scientifically
using internationally accepted technology. Accuracy of breeding details recorded in horse
breed stud books is considered absolutely essential. The routine use in New Zealand, since
the early 1990s of scientifically based parentage verification technology in conjunction with
general information available to Thoroughbred and Standardbred stud book registrars
(service dates, foaling date, coat colours of the foal and its reported sire and dam etc) has
greatly enhanced the accuracy of details recorded in these studbooks.

Blood typing for parentage verification
Until recently, verification of parentage in horses was totally reliant on the use of
conventional blood typing. This technology was first used internationally in the early
1980s, and routinely in New Zealand starting in the early 1990s. Conventional blood typing
involved the determination of each horse’s blood group factors plus characterisation of
genetic variants for a number of blood protein systems. Once the blood type profile for a
foal was determined, it was compared with profiles on hand for its reported dam and sire.
The use of conventional blood type profiles in parentage testing was based on detecting
incompatible results when foal, dam and sire blood types were matched. In the absence
of discrepancies between the foal dam and sire blood types, a foal was classified as
qualifying as progeny of the dam-sire mating. Discrepancies detected were suggestive of
incorrect parentage. All genetic variants detected in any foal, must be demonstrated as
being present in that foal’s true parents. Similarly, only genetic variants present in a foal’s
parents can be transmitted to the foal.
Depending on horse breed, the use of conventional blood typing enabled 95-97% of
incorrect parentage assignments to be detected and thus it is possible a very small number
of actual incorrect parentages were not detected. A major disadvantage of blood typing was
that there were few additional test systems that could be added to the standard test profile
to increase the chances of detecting incorrect parentages. However, the level of efficacy
provided by the standard test was, at the time, very acceptable to most breed registries and
the use of blood typing throughout the 1990s and early this century significantly enhanced
the accuracy of entries in most studbooks.

The use of DNA typing for parentage verification in horses
As DNA technology has developed, so has the interest in using this technology to verify
parentage in many animal species. The main reason for adopting DNA-based systems for
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parentage testing is the increased level of efficacy possible with DNA typing. Whereas,
blood typing provides a level of efficacy of 95-97%, DNA typing with the internationally
standardised test is able to provide an increased efficacy of 99.95% or greater in most
horse breeds – a level coming closer to the much sought after “proof of parentage”. If
for any reason, a higher level of efficacy is required, this can be achieved simply by the
addition of any number of the thousands of available DNA markers to the test profile. Other
benefits of DNA typing include the ability to extract DNA from several different tissues
(blood, hair roots, mouth swabs, nasal swabs, semen etc), the use of a single test system,
the availability and use of semi-automated equipment which facilitates processing of large
numbers of samples, and possible longer term cost benefits.
Currently most major horse breed registries worldwide have abandoned blood typing in
favour of DNA-based technology for parentage verification of their foal crops.

What DNA technology is used in horses?
International standardisation of testing methods for parentage verification in horses
is essential. Test systems used in most animal species are generally determined by
committees of the International Society for Animal Genetics (ISAG) and after reviewing all
possible DNA systems, the Horse Standing Committee of ISAG recommended the use of
a primary panel of 12 microsatellites for parentage testing in most breeds of horses. The
term genotyping is now widely used to describe the process of defining the DNA profile
for any horse using this panel of microsatellites (which are also known as short tandem
repeats or STRs).

What are microsatellites and where are they found?
We saw in Chapter 1 how chromosomes consist of a continuous double strand of DNA with
about 90% of the DNA having no known function (those regions that are not genes and so
do not code for protein production). Within these non-coding regions, are many thousands
of places (loci), which are characterised by having a run of repeats of pairs (sometimes
triplicates or quadruplicates) of DNA bases. For example, a sequence of bases on a single
chromosome in one of these regions may look like the following:
CTTAGGCGATCACACACACACACACACACACACACACACA TCGTGGCAT
The underlined sequence shows a run of repeats of the pair of bases C and A with unique
sequences of bases on either end (so-called flanking regions).This run of repeats and its
flanking sequences constitute a unique microsatellite genetic locus which is present in
all horses and located on each one of a pair of chromosomes, and which is passed on
from one generation to the next. Using modern automated DNA sequencers, it is possible
to determine, for each microsatellite locus, the size (in base pairs) of the pieces of DNA
present on each chromosome.
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Within any population of horses, the number of repeats of the two bases at any microsatellite
locus and thus the size of the piece of DNA will vary from one horse to another. For
example at a particular microsatellite locus in a foal, there may be 34 base pair repeats
present on one chromosome and the isolated piece of DNA (which includes these repeats
and flanking DNA) is determined to be 84 base pairs, and the number of repeats at the
same locus on the other chromosome is 36, the size of the piece of DNA isolated from that
chromosome will be 88 base pairs and this horse would be described as heterozygous
84/88 at that locus. Microsatellites demonstrate significant polymorphism (poly = many,
morphism = forms) with a number of DNA fragment sizes (alleles) seen in populations of
horses at each locus. This high degree of genetic variation seen in microsatellites makes
them eminently suitable for use in verifying parentage.

Standardisation of test panel and nomenclature for microsatellites
To facilitate international exchange of microsatellite-based genotypes among the
laboratories involved in this work, it is essential that all laboratories adopt a standardised
panel of microsatellites and capital letters for alleles. The ISAG horse standing committee
has recommended that capital letters be assigned to each allele and all laboratories be
required to participate in DNA standardisation tests. In this way, the testing standards
of laboratories providing DNA-based parentage to stud registries can be monitored and
assessed.

How is a horse’s DNA genotype produced – steps in the laboratory
The first step in production of a DNA genotype is the extraction of DNA from source material
from the horse (in most laboratories, DNA is obtained from hair roots). The DNA from each
horse is then used to make several million copies of the pieces of DNA present at each
microsatellite locus through the use of fluorescent labelled primers (unique keys to find
their unique locks) for each microsatellite and a process called PCR (polymerase chain
reaction). The DNA fragment sizes at each locus are detected using an automated DNA
sequencer with computerised analysis of results. Results for each microsatellite locus are
pooled to produce the complete DNA type (genotype).

What does a DNA genotype look like?
The final results from the automated sequencer will provide information on the DNA
fragment sizes determined at each of the 12 microsatellite loci. For example at the HTG10
microsatellite locus (the 10th microsatellite described by the Swedish Horse Genetics
Laboratory), a horse may have two fragment sizes 97 base pairs (bp) and 101 base pairs,
which would be reported as KM. In practical terms, this means one of this horse’s true
parents will have a K allele (97 bp) at this locus on one of its chromosomes, and in the other
parent the same chromosome will at this locus have a M allele (101 bp). The inheritance
of these fragment sizes is strictly in accordance with Mendelian laws of inheritance even
though they are not genes.
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Example of Genotype for 4 microsatellites
Locus

Fragment sizes

Alleles

HTG4

127/127

K,K

ASB2

240/252

K,R

ASB17

108/116

N,R

HTG10

99/101

L,M

How is the genotype used in parentage verification?
An example of the use of genotypes in parentage verification for a double covering case
follows:
Locus

HTG4

ASB2

ASB17

HTG10

LEX33

Foal

KK

KR

NR

LM

MQ

Dam

KO

PR

LN

LL

OQ

Sire 1

KL

KP

RR

MN

LM

Sire 2

JK

JN

MM

LL

NO

Interpretation of genotypes in parentage cases follow the same rules that applied for the
use of protein variants in blood typing. In this case, Sire 1 qualifies as sire of this foal, while
Sire 2 is excluded as sire at ASB2 (neither the J or N form in Sire 2 is present in the foal),
ASB17 (no M form present in the foal) and LEX33 loci (neither N or O form seen in the
foal).
Horse DNA typing laboratories are frequently called on to resolve double coverings. In the
past, most cases were resolved using conventional blood typing, with one of the covering
sires able to be excluded. However in some cases, particularly when a mare had been
covered by two closely related stallions, (most commonly father and son), blood typing
was unable to exclude either stallion. These ambiguous cases can be resolved using DNA
typing. Frequently, one of the covering sires will be excluded at 4-5 microsatellite loci while
the other sire will clearly qualify at all loci. Even with DNA typing, in a few routine parentage
cases, a discrepancy will be observed at just one of the 12 DNA loci tested with the primary
panel. The discrepancies detected in these cases may represent real exclusions or be
the result of a mutation in that marker. These cases require further investigation and can
be resolved using a secondary panel of microsatellite markers – many laboratories use
a super efficient additional panel of 14 other markers and with this secondary panel, true
exclusions are detected when several loci in the secondary panel show discrepancies. If
no further discrepancies are shown with this secondary panel, the original discrepancy in
the primary panel is assumed to be the result of a mutation.
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Blood/DNA typing case study
This actual case study demonstrates just how much more effective DNA typing is in
resolving cases unable to be solved using blood typing alone. A blood sample for a chestnut
filly born in the spring of 2000 was submitted in March 2001 for routine blood typing. The
foal’s blood type was compared with blood types on file for its reported dam and sire. The
parentage check revealed that the foal was not the result of that mating, with the Dam
qualifying BUT the reported sire (Sire 1) was excluded as sire on 3 different blood typing
test systems. Repeat blood samples from this foal confirmed these findings.
The stud where the mare had been mated in 1999 also that season had stood 2 other
stallions (Sires 2 and 3). Using blood typing profiles, these 2 stallions were substituted as
the possible sire of the foal in question. Somewhat surprisingly, these tests showed that
both Sires 2 and 3 qualified as sire of this foal (neither could be excluded by the use of
blood typing alone).
Hair samples from the foal, dam and the 3 stallions were submitted and full DNA profiles
determined for each animal and compared as demonstrated below in Table5.1. These
tests confirmed the exclusion for Sire 1, excluded Sire 3 but demonstrated that Sire2 could
not be excluded and considering the efficacy of this DNA test profile in Thoroughbreds
(99.97%) was ample evidence for the Stud Book Department to accept Sire 2 as the true
sire of this foal.
LOCUS
VHL20
HTG4
AHT4
HMS7
ASB2
ASB17
AHT5
HMS6
ASB23
HTG10
HMS3
LEX3

FOAL
LN
KM
JO
MN
NR
NO
KK
KP
JS
IL
IN
MM

DAM
LN
KK
JK
MO
KN
OR
KK
KP
JK
LL
II
MM

SIRE 1
IL
KM
OO
LO*
MO*
GN
KK
MP
IJ*
IK
II*
LQ*

SIRE 2
IL
KM
JO
NN
QR
NN
KK
PP
SS
II
NN
MQ

SIRE 3
MN
KM
JK*
MN
QQ*
RR*
KK
PP
IJ*
MO*
IP*
MQ

Table 5.1
DNA-based parentage report for the case study described above. Discrepancies at any locus for the
three sires tested as possible sire of the foal, are denoted by *. Note Sire 1 is excluded as sire at 5 loci
(HMS7, ASB2, ASB23, HMS3, and LEX33. Sire 3 is excluded as sire at 6 loci (AHT4, ASB2, ASB17,
ASB23, HTG10, HMS3). There were no discrepancies detected for sire 2.
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KEY POINTS:
•

The use of blood typing over the last 15-20 years to verify parentage of foals has
significantly enhanced the accuracy of entries in the major horse breed studbooks.

•

The level of efficacy possible with blood typing has been limited by the relatively small
number of highly polymorphic test systems

•

Most of the laboratories servicing the major horse studbooks have now converted to
DNA-based technology for parentage verification of foals.

•

DNA typing uses an internationally standardised primary panel of 12 microsatellites
which provides significantly increased ability to detect incorrect parentages

•

The availability of super-efficient secondary DNA panels, enables resolution of equivocal
parentage cases and double covering cases not able to be resolved with blood typing
or the use of the primary microsatellite panel.

•

DNA typing has the distinct advantage of utilising test material other than blood,
overcoming many of the problems associated with transport of blood samples locally
and internationally. DNA typing also utilises a single test system.

•

Through participation in ISAG Horse DNA Standardisation Tests, international
standardisation of test profiles and reporting of alleles among laboratories is well
advanced.
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CHAPTER 6

Genetics of performance
Many breeds of horse are distinguished by an ability to achieve a high level of performance
of a particular kind (e.g. racing, jumping, or pulling carts) when working with human handlers.
Some of these attributes were bred into horses long before there was any knowledge of
genetics and they all require athleticism and the aptitude to interpret and obey instructions
from their human companions.
The characteristics that allow horses to perform these functions are likely to be controlled
by several genes at different positions (loci) on the chromosomes acting together in an
additive way. The technical term given to these is quantitative trait loci when the effects
of the several genes involved can be measured. However, it is important to remember
(as explained in Chapter 1) that the effects seen for these desirable traits are the result of
environmental (e.g.nutrition, trainer, rider, weather) as well as genetic factors.

Performance breeding plans
To select breeding stock for performance we have to make three major assumptions.
Firstly that the stock is genetically variable with respect to the performance-related traits
of interest; secondly that the desirable traits have a genetic basis and thirdly, that the best
performers have the desirable genes.
To benefit optimally from a breeding plan the breeder must obtain the best possible
environmental conditions and:
1. Have breeding stock with genetic variation for the performance trait
2. Use the best performers with the most desirable inheritable traits
3. Minimise generation intervals (explained later in this chapter)
4. Practise high selection intensity (breed only from the best)
Each of these 4 components of a successful breeding plan is explained and discussed in
the following paragraphs.

1. Genetic variation for performance traits
The term we use for the genetic component of phenotypic variation is heritability. It can be
estimated from an analysis of performance data. A highly heritable trait will have a value
of near 1.0 and a poorly heritable trait closer to zero. Heritability has been estimated in
horses for both objectively evaluated traits such as speed, jumping height, and pulling
ability, as well as for subjectively evaluated traits such as show ring performance. Most
published reports on heritability of quantitative traits in horses have shown low heritability
values, ranging between 0.5 and zero. In other words, genetics accounts for 50% or less
of the observed variation in a trait.
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A point to keep in mind is that a trait may be highly heritable in one population and
only moderately heritable in another due to differences in genetic and environmental
background.
A number of studies on the heritability of performance traits have been performed in
horses. These traits include racing performance, equestrian events performance, and
working performance such as pulling ability and “cutting” (removing an individual cattle
beast from a group).

Studies on racing performance
A large amount of information is available on the heritability of racing performance at the
trot or gallop. In fact, the heritability of racing performance has received more attention
than any other performance trait of the horse. From a number of studies, thoroughbred
heritability values have been obtained for earnings (0.09), handicap weight (0.49), best
handicap weight (0.33), time (0.15), and best time (0.23).
Similarly, for standardbreds, heritability values have been obtained for earnings (0.20), time
(0.32) and best time (0.23). The heritability values obtained in these studies may not be
a strictly accurate indication of their true heritability as many environmental (non-genetic)
effects, such as variations in track conditions, class of race, distances run, jockeys/drivers,
trainers, age and sex of horses involved may have introduced some errors (bias) into their
calculation.

Studies on equestrian performance (jumping, 3-day events and
dressage)
Analysis of heritability of equestrian performance has been most frequently studied in
European warmblood breeds for which results are readily available from performance
testing of 3-year-old stallions. Using the results of German stallion performance tests,
moderate to high heritability values were obtained for traits such as rideability (0.36),
gaits (0.50), jumping ability (0.72), cross-country (0.33), racing time (0.53) and character/
temperament (0.25). From these figures it can be seen that some of these traits have
a very large genetic component and considerable progress could be made by selective
breeding for them.

Studies on pulling ability and “cutting”
Several studies on heritability of pulling ability have been undertaken in Finnish draft
horses. Heritability of amount of weight pulled, endurance of pulling, way of straining, and
way of pulling has been assessed to range from 0.23 to 0.27. In other words, about one
quarter of the overall variability in pulling ability, at least in this breed, is attributable to
genetic factors. Thus, selection of breeding animals based on their own pulling ability and
that on their progeny, or close relatives, is expected to be moderately effective.
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“Cutting” ability or “cow sense” in horses has historically been an important trait sought by
stockmen who manage range cattle on horseback in western North America. The heritability
of this ability has been studied in quarter horses during a major national competition.
Heritability was estimated to be around 0.19. However, since the horses studied were not
a random sample of the quarter horse population, but an elite group, this estimation may
be too low.

2. Use of the best performers with the most desirable inheritable traits.
A simple scheme for breeding superior animals relies on identification of superior breeding
stock using the measurement of traits with a moderate to high heritability. As mentioned
before, most quantitative traits have heritability between 0.1 and 0.5.
Using a trait for genetic selection, the heritability of which is moderately high, selection
could theoretically be effectively made on the record of the performer without the need for
supporting information from their relatives.
For traits of lower heritability, using progeny records and those of relatives can increase
the likelihood of obtaining the best result. Certainly, if you have available a larger number
of performance records on which to base a breeding programme, you are more likely to
be able to achieve the most desirable result. With stallions, where you have, not only their
own performance records but also the performance records of a large number of their
progeny, you have a greater chance of accurately predicting the outcome of your breeding
plan. Conversely, the smaller number of progeny of individual mares reduces the reliability
of selections based on heritability values derived from their progeny.

3. Generation interval
The generation interval is the average age of the parents when their offspring are born.
Obviously the shorter the generation interval the faster genetic progress can be made.
Unfortunately, horses have a relatively long generation interval of 9 to 11 years when
compared to most other domestic animals, the intervals of which are usually half this period
or less. Thus, genetic improvements are likely to take longer in the horse. There is, however,
one disadvantage of lowering the generation interval. The amount of progeny information
available to use in estimating breeding value is likely to be less and, consequently, your
ability to accurately predict the most desirable outcome is decreased.

4. Selection intensity
Selection intensity refers to the level of commitment to only breed from parents with the
most desirable traits that you are seeking to obtain in their progeny. If only animals of
the highest genetic value are used for breeding, then the average genetic merit of the
population must improve. The rate of improvement depends on the vigour (intensity) and
the accuracy of selection. In most horse breeds, culling is most generally undertaken with
stallions as only the top few percent of performers are used for breeding.
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Selection is not usually as intense for mares. This has been demonstrated in one study of
Thoroughbreds in which it was found that 94% of Thoroughbred colts and 48% of fillies were
not used for breeding and consequently did not contribute genes to the next generation.
The successful breeder is one who can provide the best possible environment for their
horses in combination with the components of an excellent breeding plan.

KEY POINTS:
•

The performance of horses is the result of both genetic and environmental factors.

•

The genetic component of performance in horses is likely to be controlled by several
genes acting in an additive way.

•

The measure of the genetic component of phenotypic variation is termed Heritability.

•

The heritability of most objectively measured (quantitative) traits in horses is less than
50%.

•

Heritability can be measured by analyzing the performance of the parent(s), their
progeny and of related animals.

•

To obtain optimal results from horse breeding programmes, the breeder must provide
the best possible environment, have stock that has genetic variation, use the animals
with the most desirable traits, minimize generation intervals, and breed only from the
best.
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CHAPTER 7

Genetics of equine diseases
Broadly speaking, a genetic disease is caused by the action of a deleterious gene or
genes. Some birth defects cannot be blamed on genetics - some are a consequence of
environmental effects such as poor nutrition, toxins or infectious agents. Prime candidates
for diseases with genetic rather than environmental causes are those present at birth
and breed-limited, although some genetic defects may not manifest themselves at birth
or be confined to a single breed. The incidence of developmental defects in foals has
been estimated to be 3-4%, the most common ones being cleft palate, “parrot mouth”,
hernias, and some limb deformities. Other abnormalities, such as immunodeficiency and
cryptorchidism, may not become apparent until weeks or years after birth. Surprisingly few
data are available to decide whether most of the above listed defects are inherited or due
to environmental and/or chance effects.
Genetic diseases can be broadly divided into four groups:
1. diseases with a genetic basis but not associated with abnormal genes or
chromosomes
2. diseases associated with simple (single gene) Mendelian traits
3. diseases involving polygenic (several genes) traits
4. diseases due to chromosomal problems
Each of these groups of diseases will be briefly discussed below.

1. Diseases with a genetic basis NOT associated with abnormal genes
or chromosomes
Neonatal isoerythrolysis (NI)
The most common disease with a genetic basis that is seen in New Zealand horses is NI
which stands for neonatal (neo = near, natal = birth) isoerythrolysis (iso = same, erythro
= red blood cell, lysis = destruction) a disease of newborn foals that is also referred to
as haemolytic disease of the newborn foal (HDNF) and is often also incorrectly referred
to as “Rh” disease in foals. As the name suggests, the disease is characterised by the
internal destruction of the affected foal’s red blood cells resulting in severe anaemia in
some foals.
It should be suspected when a newborn foal that is healthy at birth, suckles normally and
then develops signs of lethargy, elevated pulse and respiration rates, and clinical evidence
of anaemia and or jaundice within 2-5 days. This disease is rarely seen in foals from the
first or second pregnancies in a mare. Foals of any breed may be affected. Recovery in
less severe cases may occur without treatment but most cases require urgent emergency
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treatment (exchange blood transfusions). Untreated severely affected foals develop lifethreatening anaemia and usually die within a few days of birth.
NI is a genetic disease only in that the blood factors involved in the immunologic reactions
are inherited, and the management of the disease in sensitized mares can benefit from
genetic analysis.
NI occurs when “at-risk” mares (those that are negative for certain red blood cell factors
- most commonly Aa and or Qa) are mated with stallions that carry these factors. The
resultant foals can inherit from their sire either or both of these factors and thus their red
blood cells will be Aa and or Qa positive. If at any time during pregnancy (or most commonly
around the time of the foal’s birth) blood from the foal enters the mare’s circulation, the Aa
and Qa factors on the foal red blood cells will be recognised by the mare’s immune system
as foreign and set off an immune response – with antibodies produced against the factors
Aa and Qa on the foal’s red blood cells. These antibodies are capable of destroying any
foal cells that have the factors Aa and or Qa.
Under normal circumstances, it is very difficult for foal blood to get into the mare’s
circulation (the normal placenta acts throughout pregnancy as an effective barrier to this)
but at foaling when the normal barriers break down, some small amounts of foal blood may
escape into the mare’s circulation. If this happens when an at risk mare has her first and
maybe also her second foal, these small amounts of “foreign” blood do not then produce
high levels of antibodies in the mare but serve mainly as “sensitising” doses which prime
the mare to produce many more antibodies if exposed to the same “foreign” cells at some
later time (future pregnancies). This sequence of events explains why it is rare to see NI in
foals from “at-risk” maiden mares and uncommon even in these mares having their second
foals. If at later pregnancies there is a break down of the normal placental barrier (uterine
disease) and a significant amount of Aa or Qa foal blood is able to enter the “at-risk” mare’s
circulation, it has a “booster” effect, resulting in extremely high levels of antibodies being
produced, which near foaling time, are concentrated in the mare’s colostrum.
The newborn foal receives these potentially dangerous antibodies when it suckles soon
after birth and during the first 18 or so hours, these will be absorbed into the foal’s circulation
where they set about rapidly destroying the foal’s red blood cells. The development of NI in
a foal from an “at-risk” mare can be avoided simply by muzzling the foal immediately after
birth, stripping out and discarding the mare’s colostrum and first milk for 24-36 hours and
restricting the foal from suckling during this period.
Routine blood typing of horses enabled the red blood cell factors present in each horse
to be identified as well as the “at-risk” mares (Aa and or Qa negative). Some of the more
progressive studs have utilised this information to devise strategies to handle these “atrisk” mares at foaling time. While it is theoretically possible to identify stallions that are Aa
and or Qa negative and thus suitable to mate with “at-risk” mares, it is very unlikely that
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breeding decisions will be based on this aspect alone. Thus, management of this disease
in most cases still comes back to identifying the “at-risk” mares (especially those with a
confirmed history of producing a NI foal) and using available laboratory tests to measure
the level of antibodies in the mare’s blood late in pregnancy, and if these are demonstrated
to be at a dangerous level, effective muzzling of the foal at birth. Any mare that has a
confirmed history of producing NI foals should never be sold without informing the new
owner of the foaling history so that appropriate management practices can be applied.
It should be noted that with the world wide change to DNA typing for parentage verification
in horses, the time is fast approaching when the blood types of new mares going to stud
will be unknown and thus their risk status for producing NI foals also unknown. It is timely
for breed registries and breeders to consider strategies to ensure essential basic blood
typing capabilities aimed at identifying the “at-risk” mares are retained by the service
laboratories.

2. Single gene disorders
Diseases associated with single gene defects and chromosomal abnormalities are
ultimately the easiest to document and understand, but are rarely seen.
In horses, there are a number of breed specific, single gene disorders that have been
defined and DNA-based diagnostic tests developed to assist breeders with controlling the
spread of these diseases. The conditions described below are those that have been shown
to be or most likely to be associated with single gene disorders. Fortunately, very few of
these conditions have been reported in New Zealand horses and there are currently no
major single gene defects that affect the numerically larger horse breeds (Thoroughbred
and Standardbred) in New Zealand.

Hyperkalaemic periodic paralysis (HYPP)
This disease is characterised by sporadic episodes of generalized muscle tremors and
stiffness not associated with exercise, accompanied by elevated levels of serum potassium,
in heavily muscled stock-type Quarter Horses of both sexes. The condition resembles a
human disease known as hyperkaelemic (hyper = increased, kalaemic = blood potassium
level) periodic paralysis which is inherited as a dominant trait. The genetic defect which
causes this disease in horses has been traced to a muscle cell membrane gene (associated
with movement of sodium in and out of muscle), and is clearly also inherited in horses as
a dominant trait. The genetic defect is also found in breeds that include Quarter Horses as
acceptable outcrosses such as the Appaloosa and Paint breeds.
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DNA sequence
Amino
sequence
Test result code

acid

Normal allele

HYPP allele

...ATC TTC GAC TTC...

...ATC TTG GAC TTC...

...isoleucine-phenylalanineasparagine-

...isoleucineleucine-

asparagine-

phenylalanine...

phenylalanine...

N

H

The gene defect produces abnormal muscle physiology. A gene test based on analysis of
the DNA sequence of the gene involved is available for positive identification of animals
with the trait. The DNA code and amino acid information is included here for those breeders
with some training in basic biology that may be interested in these details.
HYPP is associated with the substitution of the base G for the normal base C in the muscle
sodium channel gene, resulting in the amino acid leucine being incorporated into the protein
(instead of the amino acid phenylalanine in the normal horse.
The genetic test allows horse owners to make informed decisions about purchasing or
breeding from horses that are candidates to have the abnormal gene.
•

Horses which have a single copy of the abnormal sequence on one chromosome and
a normal sequence on the other chromosome (genotype NH), are candidates to have
episodes of muscle paralysis and will on average transmit the trait to 50% of their
foals.

•

Horses with the abnormal sequence on BOTH chromosomes (genotype HH) are likely
to be severely affected and have poor breeding or performance prospects.

•

Horses with the normal sequence on BOTH chromosomes (genotype NN) will be
clinically normal and cannot produce affected foals if mated with other NN horses.

Severe combined immunodeficiency disease (SCID or CID)
SCID is a lethal disease of Arabian foals inherited as an autosomal recessive trait. Lacking
T- and B-lymphocytes of a competent immune system, affected foals succumb before five
months of age due to massive infection, primarily of the respiratory tract. The genetic basis
for this disease has been characterised and its chromosomal location confirmed. A DNAbased test has been developed to identify carriers of this lethal disease and can be used
by breeders to plan matings to avoid production of affected foals.
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Hemophilia (Factor VIII deficiency)
Hemophilia has been reported as a rare disease in Thoroughbred, Standardbred and
Quarter Horse colt foals. Symptoms include episodes of haematomas (blood clots) forming
under the skin, bleeding episodes into joints, and internal bleeding into the abdomen and
chest with these events commonly resulting in severe anaemia which usually proves fatal.
Individuals with this disease lack antihaemophilic globulin (AHG) which is an essential
component in the blood clotting process.
The disease is caused by a defective gene inherited as an X-linked recessive, a mode
of inheritance we have not described up to this point. With X-linked conditions, affected
males inherit the defective gene on the X chromosome received from their dams. Half of
the dam’s sons but none of her daughters will be affected; half of her daughters will be
carriers. Because most affected horses die at a young age, it is not likely that they will be
used as breeding stallions. However, dams and half of the sisters of affected colts will
perpetuate the disease through their carrier status, if used as breeding stock.

Cerebellar abiotrophy
This cerebellar disease in the horse is characterized by staggers, lack of balance and head
tremors. Pathological features associated with the behaviour patterns include loss of cells
and neurons from the cerebellum. This cerebellar disease has been documented in young
animals of both sexes, mostly in Arabians, but also in Oldenbergs and Gotland Ponies.
The condition is believed to be inherited as an autosomal recessive. The responsible gene
has not yet been identified and thus a genetic test is not available.

Hereditary multiple exostosis (HME)
This disease is a rare skeletal dysplasia consisting of multiple benign bone tumours
detected most commonly at sites of active bone growth near the ends of long bones in
the limbs as well as in the ribs, scapula, pelvis, and vertebrae. The trait is inherited as an
autosomal dominant. No gene test is available, but selection against affected animals as
breeding stock should avoid production of affected foals.

Ulnar and tibial malformation
This genetic problem is a front and hind limb bony defect in Shetland pony and Miniature
Horse foals. Affected foals are born of normal parents but have a congenital malformation
of ulnar and tibial bones, which compromises locomotion and causes dwarfing. The
disease is inherited as an autosomal recessive gene trait, but the gene involved has not
been identified.
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Epitheliogenesis imperfecta
This rare but recurrent, congenital, lethal, skin defect of draft horse foals has been reported
from Germany. The trait is inherited as an autosomal recessive. Affected foals have skin
and hair missing on at least one limb below the knee or hock, and sometimes hand-sized,
or larger, patches missing on the head, shoulder, back, or croup. Hooves of affected
limbs lack horn material. Both sexes can be affected, and the foals usually succumb to
overwhelming infections within a few hours of birth. The gene, or a similar one, may also
be found in Belgian and American Saddlebred horses.

Collagen defect
This condition reported in half-sib Quarter Horses and characterised by areas of stretchy,
loose, fragile skin resembles the inherited “dominant collagen packing defect I” reported
in dogs, mink, and cats. It is likely that the reports of “hyperelastosis cutis” also called
“Hereditary Equine Regional Dermal Asthenia” or HERDA in related Quarter Horses refer
to the same condition. To date the actual causative genetic defect remains unidentified.
Extensive studies on families of affected American Quarter Horses confirm the condition is
inherited as an autosomal recessive. Affected horses show areas of skin weakness which
wound easily and heal poorly with significant disfiguring scars.

Junctional epidermolysis bulla
This condition is seen mainly in Belgian Draft horses and outcrosses of this breed. The
disease, inherited in an autosomal recessive fashion causes severe blistering of the skin
and mouth lining. The genetic defect has been identified and its chromosomal location
confirmed. A DNA-based genetic test is available.

3. Multiple gene disorders
Traits produced by the interaction of several genes (polygenic), are more likely to be the
source of commonly observed defects such as those of conformation, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD), osteochondrosis dissecans (OCD), laryngeal hemiplegia
(roaring) but currently very little is known of the heritability or nature of the contributing
genes. Because so little is known about the genetic basis of such disorders, they will not be
discussed further in this section. However, in the same way that molecular techniques have
transformed the field of human genetics, horse breeders can anticipate that research in the
next decade should provide a wealth of new information about medical genetics of horses
which will greatly assist our understanding of these more complex genetic disorders.
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4. Chromosomal diseases
Abnormal chromosomes that may be generated by errors in the production of eggs or
sperm seldom result in viable foals, but there are rare exceptions in which an abnormal
karyotype may not be lethal. The power of karyotyping as a diagnostic tool for clinical
problems can be illustrated by a discussion of the chromosomal abnormalities which
have been found among horses karyotyped because they appeared to be candidates for
chromosomal disease.

Sex chromosomal abnormalities
The estimated incidence of sex chromosome abnormalities in horses is about 1 in 1000
foals. X chromosome alterations are probably more often found in females than males.
While consistent with viability, sex chromosome abnormalities are not generally compatible
with fertility. Mares presenting with chronic, primary infertility, failure to cycle regularly or
at all, very small ovaries (0.5 x 0.5 x 1.0 cm) lacking follicular activity, flaccid uterus and
cervix, hypoplastic endometrium, and elevated levels of plasma luteinizing hormone (LH)
are prime candidates for chromosomal disease.

63,X gonadal dysgenesis
The most commonly observed and reported karyotypic abnormality in horses is X monosomy,
a numerical defect of sex chromosomes in infertile mares. The incidence is rare, probably
about 1 in 4000 females. The karyotype is analogous to that described for human female
gonadal dysgenesis, known as Turner syndrome. X monosomy is the leading identified
cause of first trimester abortion in human pregnancy, but has not yet been documented
as a cause of early foetal or embryonic loss in horses. The condition appears to occur
sporadically, probably from non-disjunction during meiosis, and no compelling evidence
has been found in humans or horses to indicate an inherited tendency

64,XY sex reversal
Infertile mares with the karyotype of a normal equine male have been described in
Thoroughbred, Shetland Pony, Arabian, Quarter Horse, Appaloosa, and Morgan breeds
and is the second most commonly observed karyotypic abnormality in females with primary
infertility. Race winners and show champion mares are among the cases identified. The
phenotype is similar to 63,X but more variable. Based on similar cases in dogs, this problem
is likely to be an inherited defect, but a candidate gene has not yet been identified.

65,XXX
X trisomy was first reported in an infertile Thoroughbred mare but has subsequently been
diagnosed in other breeds. This is a fertile karyotype in humans, generally without a
recognizable phenotype, but as yet no evidence of fertility for this karyotype in horses has
been reported.
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Autosomal abnormalities
Chromosomal errors involving autosomes (the 31 pairs of non sex chromosomes) are not
as likely to be compatible with life as those involving the sex chromosomes, except perhaps
for trisomies of the smallest autosomes. Among human infants, the most familiar example is
trisomy 21 (Down syndrome) whose incidence is highly correlated with increased maternal
age. Affected human cases show mental retardation, physical abnormalities, and health
deficits.

Trisomies
Seven cases of autosomal trisomy have been described in horses, involving several of
the small chromosomes. The abnormal karyotype is manifested sufficiently to be evident
in yearlings or younger foals. Initial findings included thin condition, rough hair coat,
pronounced facial asymmetry, uneven and stiff gait, dull mental attitude, small size for age,
behavioural abnormalities and poor conformation, particularly angular limb deformities. As
in humans, increased maternal age is a characteristic finding in the cases identified.

Testing for carriers of genetic diseases
To avoid producing diseased foals resulting from the action of a dominantly inherited gene
it is sufficient to avoid breeding from an affected parent. To avoid producing affected foals
resulting from the effects of recessive genes, matings between two carriers (heterozygotes)
must be avoided, but matings involving a single carrier will of course not produce an
affected foal. The availability of a diagnostic test allows breeders to make responsible
breeding decisions.
Without a diagnostic test, identification of carriers is an extremely difficult task. In the
absence of a specific test for the defective gene, carriers can be recognized only by having
sired or produced affected foals. Many carriers will go undetected with this screening
method. Providing lists of known carriers serves to establish guilt by association, when in
fact 50% of the offspring of carriers will not have inherited the defective gene and they (as
well as the carriers) may be a source of valued genes at other loci.
The use of progeny testing to ascertain carrier status of any particular horse (usually a
young stallion) relies on statistical analysis of the resulting progeny from a series of test
matings. For example, to determine whether a young stallion is a carrier for a specific
recessive lethal gene requires breeding that stallion to mares known to be carriers for
that disease. If no affected foals are produced from 11 matings, then the young stallion is
considered at the 97% level of certainty not to be a carrier for that gene.
Progeny testing is slightly easier for recessive traits which are deleterious but not lethal. If no
affected foals are produced from matings between the stallion in question and five affected
mares (assumed to be homozygous for the condition), it is highly likely (at the 97% level of
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certainty), that the stallion is not a carrier. Of course, any affected foal would immediately
prove that the horse being tested was a carrier for the trait under study. If a greater degree
of certainty was required, progeny from additional matings could be included.

KEY POINTS:
•

Genetic diseases in horses may be associated with single gene defects, occur as the
result of effects of interaction of several genes, or develop as a result of chromosomal
abnormalities

•

The most common disease with a genetic basis seen in New Zealand is Neonatal
Isoerythrolysis (NI). Mares at high risk (those negative for the red blood cell factors Aa
and Qa) for this disease can be identified by blood typing

•

In the absence of routine blood typing of horses, in the near future, the NI risk status of
new mares going to stud will be unknown

•

There are surprisingly few well defined single gene diseases in horses and most of
those described are restricted to a few breeds. Very few of these diseases have been
reported in New Zealand horses

•

For several single gene disorders, the genetic defect has been identified and diagnostic
tests developed which allow identification of carrier animals

•

Many conditions that are suspected as having a genetic basis involve the interaction of
several genes (polygenic) and at present the genetic basis for these conditions remain
undefined

•

Developments in molecular genetics and advancement of the horse gene mapping
project will rapidly facilitate our future understanding of the genetic basis for many
polygenic traits and diseases
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CHAPTER 8

The international equine gene mapping project
Introduction
Genetics has always been an important part of breeding and young horses command
high purchase prices based on their pedigrees. Horse breeders pay close attention to
pedigrees, generally avoid close inbreeding and apply a range of selection techniques
and formulae in an attempt to produce genetically superior animals. Many widely accepted
selection programmes are based on questionable genetic science. The construction of
a horse gene map will eventually provide a powerful scientifically based tool, which will
enhance the study of genetics in horses. Gene maps have already been constructed for
other economically important animal species including cattle, sheep, pigs and chickens.
In these species, gene maps have proven useful in identifying important gene markers
associated with specific production and disease traits.

What is a gene map?
A gene map provides information on the location on chromosomes of specific genetic
markers. The ideal gene map would have the exact location of many specific markers (flags)
on each of the 32 pairs of chromosomes. Ideally these markers would be close together
and evenly spaced along each chromosome. These markers act as reference points, which
are extremely useful when studying a range of genetic traits in horse families.
A gene map is not unlike a road map. The non-sex chromosomes (31 pairs) can be
compared to 31 sections of a road, with each pair of chromosomes represented by the two
sides of a section of the road. In order to be able to navigate this road, we need a map,
which identifies reference points (towns, cities, intersections or prominent land marks etc),
how close these are to each other and in what order they would be encountered as one
travels along the road.
Once established, a gene map would provide these same reference points on each
of the horse chromosomes. For each chromosome, we need to be able to map many
different markers with their precise location on the chromosome determined. The order
in which these markers are found along the chromosome would also be established with
the distance between them known. Once there is sufficient detail on the map (sufficient
markers mapped) for all the chromosomes, then we can start looking for the region(s)
that have traits we are particularly interested in (say a particular horse coat colour or a
defective gene responsible for an inherited disease). We can use a genetic map in the
same way that we use a road map to locate a place that we have not previously been to.
We search for it by firstly locating on our road map the section of the road (chromosome)
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our destination lies on, then the towns the place is close to or between, which allows us
to narrow down our search area. In a similar manner, we can look for traits of interest by
using linkage mapping (by studying the pattern of markers present in families that have
a particular trait we can link the trait to specific markers). This allows us to determine the
road (chromosome) the trait is located on and by placing it between known landmarks
(mapped markers) we can zero in on the region between these points. In genetic terms
we can then look for more markers in this region and by further linkage studies, narrow
down the area of interest, with ultimately being able to identify and study the actual gene
involved with the trait.

Status of the international horse gene map
Work on construction of a horse gene map commenced in 1995 with a workshop in Lexington,
Kentucky attended by 40-50 scientists from laboratories worldwide. The workshop
acknowledged the magnitude of this project and the requirement for an internationally
coordinated and funded effort to achieve the objectives identified at this meeting.
The first priority identified for this project was the development of genetic “tools” that
would allow in depth study of many aspects of horse genetics. The first phase of this
project targeted the production of a low density linkage map using a panel of 13 half-sib
horse families (sire plus 30-40 progeny) representing several horse breeds. New Zealand
contributed a Thoroughbred family (the sire Sculptured Arch and 40 of his progeny). DNA
from all members of each family was prepared in contributing laboratories and sent to the
central coordinating laboratory at the University of Kentucky. These reference families
were then used by 20-30 laboratories around the world to map sets of mainly microsatellite
markers, with all results sent to a central analysis laboratory in France. During this period
independent linkage studies were underway on two other reference horse families
in Sweden and the UK. As a result of the international efforts over the last 10 years,
we now have a horse linkage gene map with about 800 markers “mapped” to specific
chromosomes. Markers have been found for all chromosomes and currently, efforts are
directed at increasing the number of markers on some parts of some chromosomes to
increase the usefulness of this map.
Through the efforts of several groups working on the linkage and other types of gene
maps in the horse51, it is anticipated that by the end of 2006 in excess of 4000 markers
will be mapped to horse chromosomes. Some groups have concentrated on producing
high resolution maps (a large number of markers mapped) for some of the horse
chromosomes.

51
There are a number of different ways of mapping markers on chromosomes such as synteny, cytogenetic, radiation hybrid,
integrated and comparative maps) the exact details of which we will not attempt to explain here.
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At the international equine gene mapping workshop in Ireland in 2005, it was decided to
proceed with the production of a draft reference sequence of the entire horse genome.
This whole genome approach will allow greater precision for investigation of inherited traits
in horses.

How will this gene map help horse breeders?
Most planned matings aim to produce genetically superior horses, which out-perform
others. An extremely important aspect of horse breeding is the production of horses that
are physically sound and less likely to develop certain inherited diseases. These horses
are then most likely to be able to perform up to their genetic potential. Most horse breeding
programmes and strategies tend to concentrate on performance-related criteria, on the
assumption that these criteria have a genetic basis, with little attention paid to possible
inherited conditions.
The horse gene map provides an excellent tool for use in investigating any trait which
is suspected of being inherited. One of the immediately available tools arising from the
international project is a panel of 200 markers which covers all chromosomes and which is
available for the investigation of suspected inherited disorders.
For example, groups in Europe are currently using this panel to investigate certain
families which appear to have a very high incidence of the developmental bone disorder,
osteochondrosis dissecans (OCD). Other research groups are looking at the inheritance
of certain muscle conditions, and others are looking at coat colour and skin diseases. In
all these studies, the aim is to identify specific markers present in “affected” individuals
but absent in “normals”. By finding these markers and knowing from the gene map where
they are located on a particular chromosome, efforts can be directed at more closely
examining that chromosomal region in the hope that the genetic basis of the condition may
be defined.
Because most genetic abnormalities responsible for specific disease conditions are likely to
be associated with relatively simple genetic modifications (mutations or base substitutions)
in a particular gene, most efforts will initially be directed at defining the genetic basis of
undesirable (disease) traits. However, as the power of the map is increased by additional
markers, it will be possible to look closely at traits with much more complex patterns of
inheritance. Performance-related traits (speed, stamina, respiratory capacity, muscle
function, heart size and function etc) are likely to be determined by combinations of the
effects of several genes. At present these complex genetic patterns and influences remain
undefined.
While breeders may be disappointed to hear that there are, as yet, no simple foolproof
ways of predicting successful outcomes from planned matings, they should be encouraged
to learn that ultimately, the horse gene map will become extremely useful in unravelling the
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underlying genetics of many traits of interest. Increased understanding at the molecular
level of the many complex genetic interactions occurring in horses will provide horse
breeders with scientifically-based selection aids.

KEY POINTS:
•

A gene map is a map which identifies the precise location on the chromosomes of a
range of genetic markers.

•

These markers act as reference points to assist investigators in finding regions on
chromosomes that may be associated with specific traits of interest.

•

Gene maps have been produced for a number of economically important animal species
and have greatly assisted in these species, with the identification of markers associated
with both positive (production-related) and negative (disease conditions) traits.

•

Work on the production of a horse gene map commenced in 1995 and considerable
progress has been made by the internationally coordinated equine gene mapping
project.

•

Rapid progress in the mapping of new markers will provide by the end of 2006, a horse
gene map with about 4000 markers covering all chromosomes.

•

The most likely immediate benefit to horse breeders coming from this detailed gene
map, will be clarification of the genetic basis of inherited disorders and conditions which
currently result in impaired athletic and or breeding performance. As the genetics of
these conditions is unravelled, breeders will be better able to produce sounder and
healthier horses which are more likely to perform to their athletic potential.

•

Work is now underway to produce a draft reference sequence of the entire horse
genome and once completed, this will allow more detailed investigation of conditions
and traits associated with more complex genetic events (polygenic traits).
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THE LAST WORD

The luck of genetics
It is most important for breeders to recognise that each individual horse is the product of
interactions of thousands of genes. Also breeders must accept that no single pedigreebased breeding formula can provide the key to combining the thousands of genes which
make up the champion horse. The knowledgeable breeder will understand that genes are
located on chromosomes and each parent contributes only half its genes in a random way
to its offspring. Thus it is realistic to select for only a few traits from each generation and
progress is inevitably going to be slow. Breeding horses is a long-term proposition.
Breeding a champion horse requires a good deal of luck. Like a coin with two sides, which
when tossed, is equally likely to come up heads or tails, genes occur in pairs (one on each
chromosome) and either member of the pair has an equal probability of being passed on
to an offspring. Horse breeding is simply like many (thousands) coin tosses all happening
at once, with hundreds of thousands of possible combinations. The complexity of the
genetic process is not at the single gene level, but rather at the possible alternatives at the
thousands of genes involved in the formation of each foal. Understanding the events of the
single gene process, can allow us to progress to considering the outcomes of combining
several genes, which will more likely reflect the reality of the breeding decisions we want
to make.
At this time we have only limited information on specific horse genes, and breeders are
still dependent on making decisions based mainly on their intuitions – and which, at this
time will probably provide nearly as much success or luck, as might come from trying
to apply the principles of genetics. The explosion in knowledge at the molecular level in
understanding genes in horses which is occurring right now, will pay huge dividends, and
those breeders that understand the basics of the genetic process will be best placed to
reap the rewards of this new knowledge.
Good luck to you all !!
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
allele: the form of a gene or genetic marker found at their specific loci (positions) on each
one of a pair of chromosomes.
cell membrane: the outer layer of a cell enclosing the cell contents; it regulates the
exchange of substances between the cell and its environment.
chromatin: the name given to the material, mainly DNA in the cell nucleus, that stains
with certain dyes used to stain cells.
chromosome: a thread-like structure made up of a double strand of DNA arranged
as a double helix in which genes are embedded; except for the sex chromosomes,
chromosomes occur as matched pairs, one is inherited from the sire and the other from
the dam.
cream dilution: a gene that produces the golden body hair colour seen on dark skinned
palominos (and buckskins).
crossing over: this term describes the events that occur in the stages of cell division
associated with the production of sperm in the male and ova in the female. During this
process, portions of each member of a pair of chromosomes lie adjacent to each other and
actually form crossing unions which result in the exchange of segments of chromosomes
– some parts of the chromosome inherited from the maternal side replace the equivalent
part on the paternally derived chromosome and vice versa.
cytoplasm: the fluid material within a living cell in which the nucleus and other organelles
are found.
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid): a large and complicated molecule that is the main
constituent of chromosomes and includes genes, the basis for inheritance. It is made up of
many primary units (see nucleotide below) joined together as in a long string of beads.
DNA bases: the term used to describe one of the key nitrogen containing components of
the DNA molecule; four such bases are found in DNA, adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanidine
(G), and thymine (T). The arrangement of these bases along the DNA molecule forms the
basis for the genetic code.
DNA sequence: the order in which bases (A,C,T,G) are lined up along a strand of DNA
in each chromosome.
dominant: the effect seen when there are different genetic forms (alleles) of a gene
at a particular locus (heterozygous) and the instructions from one form (on one of the
chromosomes) results in the production of a protein which is reflected in the animal’s
appearance and/or metabolism, while the instructions from the corresponding allele on
the other chromosome result in a protein which has little or no observable effect. In other
words, the dominant allele is expressed while the recessive allele is not.
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epistatic: a form of over-riding (super dominant) influence of one gene over the effects of
other genes. It is mainly seen in the effect of the grey gene (G) over the genes controlling
other non-grey coat colours in horses.
female tail lineage: inheritance through the female line tracing the bottom line of a
conventionally drawn pedigree back to a mare of interest.
gene: a segment of DNA which contains coded instructions for the production of a
protein. There are estimated to be 30,000 – 40,000 genes dotted along the 32 pairs of
chromosomes in the horse.
gene locus: the exact location of a gene on each one of a pair of chromosomes.
gene map: a register of where a large number of genes and gene markers are located on
individual chromosomes.
genotype: the actual genetic identity of the horse at all loci.
heritability: a measure of the extent to which genes account for individual differences.
Numerical values of heritability may range from 0.0, meaning genes do not contribute
at all to the individual phenotypic difference (all the differences between individuals are
due to enviromental factors), to 1.0, meaning genes are the only reason for individual
differences.
heterozygous: opposite to homozygous. The possessing of two different forms of a
particular gene, one inherited from each parent.
homozygous: refers to the possession of two identical forms of a gene, one inherited from
each parent.
inbreeding: the breeding of two animals that are related to each other. The term is generally
used, in horses, to refer to matings in which one or more common ancestors are present
in the first four generations.
inbreeding coefficient: the term used to measure inbreeding. It is a measure of the
probability that both copies of a gene are derived from an ancestor common to both sire
and dam lines of a pedigree.
karyotype: the name given to the number and appearance of all the chromosomes
of a species; if cells are stained at certain stages of cell division, the size and shape of
individual chromosomes can be seen with a microscope.
lethal gene: a gene which, when inherited, is fatal to the newly conceived individual. It is
a mutated (changed) version of a normal gene which prevents normal development. The
extent of a mutation can range from a change in a single base in the DNA to complete loss
of the entire gene.
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line breeding: breeders of purebred stock have introduced this term to indicate a lesser
degree of inbreeding (breeding related animals). It is the most conservative form of
inbreeding the main purpose of which is to pass on a higher percentage of one ancestor’s
genes from generation to generation.
meiosis: a type of cell division only found in the development of eggs in females and
sperm in males during which the chromosomes are NOT duplicated before the final division
occurs; the resulting egg or sperm contains one chromosome from each of the 32 pairs i.e.
one half of the normal number of chromosomes.
microsatellite marker: also called short tandem repeat (STR), a microsatellite is a short
segment of DNA located between genes characterized by several repeats of mainly 2
or less commonly, 3 or 4 bases. For each microsatellite, the repetitive sequence (say
CACACA…) is flanked by unique pieces of DNA. There are estimated to be at least 100,000
microsatellites scattered across the 32 pairs of horse chromosomes.
mitochondrial DNA: also referred to as “non-nuclear” DNA. Mitochondrial DNA is found in
the energy-producing cellular mitochondria. This DNA is not inherited in Mendelian fashion
but is passed on via the female lineage. The significance of the small number of genes
associated with mitochondrial DNA is unclear.
mitosis: a type of cell division during which two complete sets of chromosomes are
produced before the final division thus ensuring each “daughter” cell has a complete set
of chromosomes.
mutation: an alteration in the sequence of DNA at any locus which occurs during cell
division resulting in a new DNA sequence in the newly formed cells. When mutations
occur in genes during the production of sperm or ova, serious consequences may arise.
Mutations at other non-gene loci may usually have no observable effects.
negative assortative mating: the mating of animals of unlike phenotype in order to breed
offspring not as extreme as either parent e.g. sprinter to stayer.
nucleotide: the name given to the primary unit of a DNA molecule which includes one of
the four DNA bases (A,C,G,T) connected to a sugar (ribose) molecule and a phosphorouscontaining molecule.
nucleus: the part of most living cells that includes the chromosomes that carry the
genetic information. It is enclosed by a nuclear membrane that regulates the exchange of
substances between the nucleus and the rest of the cell.
organelles: specialized structures found in the cytoplasm of a living cell and concerned
with the various processes that occur in cells (see mitochondria, ribosomes).
outcrossing: the opposite to inbreeding. It is the mating of parents that are the products
of line breeding but from two distinctly separate lines in which no sire or dam is common to
both sire and dam lines for at least four generations.
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phenotype: the term given to the observed product of the interaction between genetic
and environmental effects.
positive assortative mating: the term used in breeding when you mate like to like based
on perceived similarities without regard to pedigree e.g. sprinter to sprinter.
prepotency: the tendency of an animal to transmit certain characteristics with a greater
frequency than generally encountered in the species.
recessive: the opposite of dominant – seen in heterozygous animals when the genetic
form of one allele results in the production of a protein which has little or no observable
effect (in the presence of a dominant allele on the other chromosome).
ribosome: another type of organelle found in most living cells; ribosomes contain
ribonucleic acid (RNA) and are concerned with the production of proteins inside the cell.
sex chromosomes: the chromosomes that primarily determine the sex (male or female)
of an animal; in mammals, females have two similar sex chromosomes (XX) and males
have dissimilar ones (XY).
tail male lineage: inheritance through the male line tracing the top line of a conventionally
drawn pedigree back to a stallion of interest.
trait: the physical characteristics, like coat colour, which are determined by genes.
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The New Zealand Equine Research Foundation
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opportunities in the industry for bright, young New Zealanders and to provide a healthy
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Fax:
(06) 354 2885
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